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INTRODUCTION -

The State Department of Community Affairs (DCA) is responsible

for the administration and regulation of state housing programs. The

basic programs are Chapter 200--"Veterans" housing built between 1948

and 1952 and Chapter 667--elderly housing. They comprise 15,000 to

25,000 units respectively in approximately 125 cities and towns across

the Commonwealth.

Due to the age of the structures, the increasing need for repairs

and upkeep, the family developments are in rundown condition. Funding

for the projects has dwindled because of the instability of rent

receipts and lack of a deferred maintenance program (such a program was

never instituted by DCA). The elderly developments however, are in good

condition since most of the units have been built in the past five years.

In 1970, Chapter 694 of the Acts of 1970, was enacted. It pro-

vides the modernization and renovation of existing public housing pro-

jects and authorized the Commonwealth to borrow to provide state grants

for such renovation of the projects. DCA was authorized by this Act to

expend $15 million not to exceed $5 million per fiscal year. The Depart-

ment has gone through five years of spending modernization funds (Refer-

red to as Phases I-V). It has received another $50 million grant from

the Commonwealth to spend within the next four to five years. However,

there is push by DCA to improve the administration of the modernization

process in terms of distribution of funds, monitoring of work done both

in DCA and the local authorities and adherence to general DCA policies

(health and safety, physical priorities) including redefining the stan-

dards which guide actual modernization investments.



The thrust of thc thesis will be to describe a decision-making pro-

cess by which the $50 million authorization can be learned from the past

five years of modernization to form the new modernization effort. Basic

areas of. exploration include assumptions that underlie current allocation

procedures, definitions of need, strategies for greater tenant involvement,

encouraging long range planning with both management and tenant input,

integration of modernization (physical inprovements) with larger manage-

ment strategies (e.g., Capital Improvement Plan) and compliance with DCA

rules and regulations.

Part I of the thesis will reflect on the legislative history of

the recent modernization bill. Interviews with key personalities were

held. A cross-section of tenant organizations, housing authorities, state

representatives and senators were interviewed. The focus of the ques-

tioning will be on their roles in the lobbying process and the type and

degree of input that they had. Issues in terms of the constituency

represented by those members of the legislature involved with the

modernization bill and their specific needs as compared to the needs

of housing authorities throughout the Commonwealth will be explored. What

if any are the differences?

I will also center on points at issue in the legislature on both

policy outlooks and political values. For example, inquiry will delve

into such unknowns as who was against the bill and for what reasons, what

if any were the alternative suggestions and why. Most importantly, I

must determine'how and why this version of the modernization bill was



approved. This is crucial to the thesis, because in defining and sing-

ling out the issues involved, a determination of some proposed policy

for modernization and the future of public housing by those in decision

making arenas can be assessed. Chapter II will probe problems of allo-

cation. At this point, DCA must develop allocation criteria. Research

will cover prior experience with the five phases of modernization and

past efforts to define a clearly understood- and predictable process of

distributing modernization funds. I am presently part of a working com-

mittee assigned to develop allocation criteria. By means of this exper-

ience, I hope to determine how such criteria evolves.

The design of the application procedure is critical to policy

implementation. Tenant participation and sign-off on certain portions

of each modernization may provoke conflicts with the administration of

local housing authorities. The issue then becomes who dictates the

priorities embedded in local applications for modernization money. How

deeply can and should DCA become involved in the application process?

Should priority items be specified? Can challenges be issued to local

applications by DCA or vice versa?

DCA's new application process will be analyzed in Chapter III. Pre-

sently, there is no handbook or description of any type of the inten-

tions and objectives of the Modernization program. Because of the ab-

sence of a clearly stated policy, DCA's prior experience with moderni-

zation has been a "muddling though." The basis of my work with DCA is

to develop an implementation process whereby local housing authorities

tenant organizations and the various staffing levels at DCA can defing

their role in connection with Modernization. There. is more to state-

aided public housing than being "fair and equitable." The question is



how and to what degree are the key agents involved?

Part IV will include my analysis of DCA'-s modernization effort

past and present. I will try to suggest ways that might be made in the

administration of the Modernization Program, alternative criteria for

allcating modernization funds.

vii



CHAPTER 1

EVOLUTION OF PROGRAM POLICY IN PUBLIC HOUSING

Background

Chapter 23B of the Massachusetts General Laws established the

Department of Community Affairs (DCA) and gave this agency a mandate to

act in the areas of housing, community development, urban renewal, local

assistance and social-economic opportunity. With regard to housing,

Chapter 23B states:

The Department shall be the principal agency of the
government of the Commonwealth to mobilize the human,
physical and financial resources available to . . . pro-
vide . . . open housing opportunity, including but not
limited to, opportunities for residents of depressed and
slum areas; the Department shall cooperate with and render
advice and counsel to local, Commonwealth and federal agen-
cies engaged in activities designed tu further said objec-
tives; shall encourage and assist communities in the devel-
opment, renewal and rehabilitation of their physical envi-
ronment; (and) shall find and advance the programs of open
and adequate housing for all citizens of the Commonwealth,
including the displaced by public action within the
Commonwealth . . .1

This mandate is supposed to be accomplished through several of

the Department's programs aimed at providing housing for low and moderate

income citizens of the Commonwealth. Such programs include Chapter 200

(veteran's housing), Chapter 667 (elderly housing), Chapter 705 (family

housing), Chapter 707 (rental assistance), Chapter 689 (housing for the

handicapped), as well as other programs for public housing modernization

and relocation. Of prime concern is the administration of the Chapter

200 Veterans housing built between 1948 and 1952 and Chapter 667 elderly

1
Massachusetts, Housing Policy Statement for Massachusetts (Novem-

ber, 1975), p. 4.



housing. These programs involve 15,000 and 25,000 units respectively in

approximately 125 cities and towns across the Commonwealth.

The family developments are rundown; they are old (average age is

25 years) and the need for repairs has gone unmet for many years. Fund-

ing for the maintenance of the projects has dwindled because of the

instability of rent receipts. A deferred maintenance program was never

instituted by DCA. The elderly developments, however, are in good condi-

tion since most of the units have been built in the past five years.

Chapter 694 of the Acts of 1970 was meant to provide for the

modernization and renovation of existing public housing projects and

authorizes the Commonwealth to borrow to provide state grants for pro-

ject renovation. DCA was authorized by this Act to expend $15 million

(not to exceed $5 million per fiscal year). The Department has gone

through five years of modernization spending (referred to as Phases I-

V). It has received another $50 million authorization from the Common-

wealth to spend within the next four to five years. Presently, there is

a push by DCA to improve the administration of the modernization process.

The agency is focusing on the formulas for distributing the funds,

strategies for monitoring the work- done within DCA and the local author-

ities, and review of general DCA policies (health and safety, physical

priorities) including perhaps redefining the standards which guide

modernization investments.

In order to determine why DCA is striving for such changes, it is

necessary to look briefly at the administration of the past modernization

effort. The MJodernization Rules and Regulations promulgated in March



1971, set forth DCA's policies. It defines the modernization program

as one which must coordinate physical and non-physical improvement of

state-assisted public housing projects. Physical modernization involves

the correction of deteriorating conditions while non-physical improve-

ments involve "a thorough updating of all management policies and prac-

tices undertaken in cooperation with representatives of the tenants of

each affected project."2

During Phases I-V of the modernization effect the agency has dealt

alternately with both goals and never quite realized either.

Phase I

Upon enactment of the Rules and Regulations the modernization

program formally began with a $5 million dollar allocation. Primary

consideration was given to physical modernization, but after January 1,

1972 funding was supposed to be contingent upon substantial accomplish-

ment in the area of non-physical modernization. 3 Both aspects of

modernization required tenant participation, but the Department ignored

the regulations concerning active resident involvement.

Funding was basically "first come, first serve" tu-ning upon the

completeness of the application and the financial status of the appli-

cant's operating reserve, funding given to housing authorities to cover

extraordinary or unforseen operating expenses. (It is based on a per

unit allocation.) Financial assistance did not take the form of grants

as the legislature had authorized, but rather involved reimbursements

2
Massachusetts, Rules and Regulations, Modernization and Renova-

tion Loan Act of 1970 (March 16, 1971-), Chapter 694, p. 3.

Ibid.



to local housing authorities (LIA's) upon completion of all work by con-

tractors. The LH1A's most in need of physical improvements were those

that could not afford the "front end money"; 4 By May of 1972, Phase I

Was supposed to be completed ($5 million should have been allocated),

but less than ten percent of the funds had actually been spent. (See

Table 1).

Phases II and III

Under newly appointed Commissioner Miles Mahoney, the modernization

program was revamped. Contracts were revised, the State Comptroller

agreed to release funds directly to housing authorities upon receipt of

a contract from DCA. New staff were assigned to the administration of

the physical portirn of modernization. Brian Opert and Janina Dwyer

came to DCA on loan from the Boston-Housing Authority to head this

effort.

To allow for a two year planning and work cycle, Phases II & III,

initially two separate one-year cycles, were combined and the housing

authorities and local tenant organizations (LTO's) provided work item

priorities and cost estimates covering both years. This allowed the

Department to allot funding ($5 million) for Phase II and commit Phase

III monies ($5 million) for the following year so that the LHbA's and

tenants would know exactly how much would be available for modernizing

their housing units. 5

4
Interview with Jack Plunkett, Roosevelt Towers Tenant Association

Coordinator, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2 February, 1977.

5
Interview with Brian Opert, Management Consultant Opert Enter-

prises, Boston, Massachusetts, 18 March, 1977.



Table 1

MODFRNI7ATION F TNDING ALLOCATION

and

ORDER OF APPLICATION

PHT 1

Application Amount Amount
Date Requested Approved

Lynn
Holyoke
Norwood
Malden
Andover
Lawrence
Westfield
Everett
Somerville
Springfield
Lowell
Arlington-
Chelsea
Boston
Amesbury
Milford
Hadly
Worcester
W. Springfield
Leominster
Ipswich
Brookline
Franklin

11/1/70
12/3/70
3/30/71
4/15/71
5/6/71
5/12/71
5/18/71
5/24/71
5/26/71
6/3/71
4/4/71
6/23/71.
6/24/71
6/29/71
6/30/71
7/21/71
7/29/71
9/3/71
9/20/71
9/27/71
9/30/71
9/30/71
1/14/72

$1,690,027
~350,794

60,000
292,800
152,600
993,255
116,676
556,092
216,800

3,403,956
1,716,100

211,140
297,550

5,008,896
27,500

115,460
34,000

180,500
171,468
114,150
59,125

1,022,600
9,955

X,029,357
52,000
30,505

130,000
5,200

200,000
12,200
55,308

134,800
589,700
776,200

30,000
274,900

1,256,972
27,500
50,123
25,000
46,650

-65,505
39,000
30,000

100,960
10,000

NN! 111O Tenant
Training 23,000

TOTAL 4199,6W

Source: Memorandum from Steven A. Cervantes to Wayne Sherwood
%ay 20, 1976

5 -

LHA's
Dollars/

Unit

1927
237
417
590

92
443
196
141
295

1110.
2658
120
935
341

1.018
726
850
622
728
534

1250
287
357



Thirty-two housing authorities requested funding under Phases II

and III amounting to over $47.5 million. A base figure of $710 was

determined to be an approximately equal per unit amount. This amount

was then adjusted according to the allocation received by any unit

during Phase I, excess operating reserves, and the actual amount

requested. The justification for such a formula was as follows:

1) Almost all applications received were from Chapter 200 projects.

These family projects were approximately the same age and needed the

same amount of rehabilitation; 2) Most LHA's received about the same

income and subsidy over the years and have about the same amount of

funds available for repair; 3)'All LHA's with operating reserves in

excess of 100% received appropriate deductions from. the $710 per unit

award. Actual Phase II and III awards varied from $105 per unit to

$1154 per unit.6 (See Table 2).

Phases II and III reserved $1.8 million of the $10 million for

emergencies. An additional $5 million was appropriated for Phase IV,

however it was immediately allocated to 15 U-TA's. This Phase is known

as Phase IIIB. Mbst of the LHA's active in this phase had not previously

participated in the program. Some authorities needed additional funding

to complete their work items. The 15 authorities requested over $4

million. 7  (See Table 3).

The priority of the Department during Phases II and III was non-

physical modernization. Tenant's rights were established through the

promulgation of the Lease and Grievance Procedures and Tenant Participa-

6
Steven A. Cervantes, Modernization Program Phases I-IV Summary

of Find Memorandum to Wayne Sherwod, My 20, 1976.

Interview with Janina Dwyer, Modernization Specialist, Boston,
-Massachusetts, 21 February, 1977.



Table 2

MODERNIZATION FUNDING ALLOCATION

PHASES 2 and 3

Housing Authorities

Andover
Arlington
Ashland
Attleboro.
Boston
Brookline
Cambridge
Chelsea
Chicopee
Fall River
Haverhill
Holyoke
Ipswick
Leominster
Lowell
Lynn
Methuen
New Bedford
Norwood
Plymouth
Quincy
Somerville
Springfield
Taunton
Westfield
W. Springfield
Wellesley
Whitman
Wilmington
Worcester

TOTAL

Phase 2

$ 65,241
155,198
16,813
39,375

2,125,002
211,703
314,234
87,031
71, 049

189,481
46,150

146,867
14,335
35,405
23,531
74,125
55,269
78,483
16,987
19,873

132,500
-438,263
66,500
60,327
53,669
48 ,438
30,126
13,875
17,750

254,813

$5,023,032

Phise 3

$ 39,144
93,119
10,087
23,625

1,441,887
127,021
188,540

52,219
-42,629
113,689

27,690
88,120

8,601.
21,243

. 14,119
44,475
33,161
47,089
10,192
11,923
79,500

262,957
39,900
36,196'
32,202
29,062
l8,076
8,325

10,650
152,887

$3,180,699

Total s/Unit

$ 104,385
248 ,317
26,900
63,000

3,566,889
388 ,724
502 ,774
139,250
113 ,6-78
303,170
.73,840
234,987
22,936
56,648
37,650

118,600
88,430
125,572
27,179
31,796

212,000
701 ,220
106,400
96,523
85,871
77,500
48,202
22,200
28,400

407,700

$8,203,731

Source: Memorandum from Steve A. Cervantes to Wayne Sherwood
May 20, 1976

1246
1075

672
'677
969
965
706
475
705
710
710

1073
312
776
106
105
539
574
360
311
780

1131
200
710

1032
472
669
555
710
686



Table 3

MOD:RNIZATION FUNDING

PHASE TIIB

ALLOCATION

Housing Authorities

Amesbury
Amherst
Bedford
Boston
Brockton
Clinton
Greenfield
Lawrence
Natick
New Bedford
NorthampVton
Uxbridge
Wakefield
Waltham
Barnstable

TOTAL

Amount
Requested

$ 117,165
69,587
48,549.

102,800
103,950
167,350
162,883

1,788 ,426
166,250
713,625
122,300
46,700
73,800

542,222

$4,225,607

Amount
Awarded

73,850
27 ,000
9,800

102,800
103,950
102,600
64,800

405,900
35,300

157,500
72,000
2,000

65,976
250,200

3,600

$1.,477,276

Source: Memorandum from Steven A. Cervantes to Wayne Sherwood
May 20, 1976

Dollars/
Unit

581
900
821
643
838
900
900
900
679
900
900
100
569
900
900



tion regulations.8 Guidelines issued for Phases II and III required

housing authorities to submit:

(a) a status report on non-physical modernization (i.e.,
general improvement of management), including the "organi-
zation and recognition of duly elected tenant representa-
tives . . . ; discussion, preparation and implementation of
lease and grievance procedures, tenant selection and trans-
fer policies and procedures; tenant employment; community
and social services for tenants." (Section E.1);

(b) "an outline of the goals of the housing authority and
tenants in terms of non-physical modernization for the-
coming years," including "listing all the steps that will
be required to be implemented in order to reach these goals,
with an indication of the proposed time table that can be
anticipated for accomplishing the goals." (Section E.2);
and

(c) "an exhaustive listing, in priority order as agreed
to by the LHA and tenants, of all items with cost estimates
for which you request modernization funding for the next 9two fiscal years." (Section A.1) (Emphasis in original).

Despite the progress made in policy making, enforcement of the

regulations and guidelines was minimal. In approving the applications,

non-physical information was ignored. They were ignored largely because

8
Regulations Prescribing Leases Provisions for Public Housing,

Promulgated February 22, 1973 as amended May 5, 1976, are designed to
set forth the standards and criteria of the management-tenant relation-
ship to be embodied in dwelling leases in the low-rent public housing
program.

Regulations for Tenant Grievance Procedures, Promulgated February
22, 1973 as amended May S, 1976 are intended to promote agreement and
cooperation between each LHA and its tenants by means of an approved
grievance procedure.

Regulations for Tenant Participation in the Administration of
Public Housing, Promulgated August 9, 1973, as amended May 5, 1976 pro-
vides or a channel of communication between tenants and LHA' s through
their concern in the administration of public housing programs.

9

Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants, Allocation
Priorities and Non-Physical Modernization, Memorandum to Karen Falat
Administrator, Division of Community Development, June 9, 1976.



of the inability of the DCA to enforce compliance with the regulations.

Letters of intent for non-physical modernization were ambiguous. Gener-

ally, they expressed a lack of commitment from the UIA's and were done

only to comply with application procedures. The thrust toward non-

physical management was ignored in the formula for funding. As long as

the LHA submitted this information and had the appropriate signatures,

they were awarded funds.

Phase IV

Controversies and conflicts in policy arose during the summer of

1973 when Miles Mahoney resigned and was replaced by Lewis Crampton. The

stipulation for receiving modernization funds was reduced to tenant sign

off on the application. No other stipulations for non-physical moderni-

zation were required.

The concept of allocations on a per unit basis, failed to respond

to the needs of housing authorities in serious financial and physical

difficulty. The Modernization Advisory Committee (MAC) composed of DCA

staff, U-IA executive directors, tenants and other public housing experts,

developed an allocation formula designed to "incorporate IA data includ-

ing: amount paid by UIA for debt .service on a short-term financing

scheme; annual surplus (deficit); and the average number of bedrooms per

apartment in the project.'' 10 The Rules and Regulations of the Moderniza-

tion Act of 1970 mandated that such a committee be formed to assist the

DCA in the modernization process.

10
Cervantes, Modernization Phases I-IV,



Sixty-three housing authorities participated in Phase IV. Five

additional applications were submitted by tenant organizations where the

UIA's failed to take the initiative. The increasing interest in the

modernization program is apparent. The number of housing authorities

that applied and received funding doubled. Many of the housing authori-

ties that applied previously in other phases remained in the program.

The MAC formula was designed to favor'housing authorities in

critical financial condition, i.e., those with low reserves. However,

Opert and Dwyer were not informed that Chapter 667 elderly projects

which generally have low reserves due to recent construction, should be

excluded from the allocation. These projects received over $1 million.

In many cases the awards received by needy housing authorities were

insufficient to cover first priority items such as: boiler replacement,

roofs, storm windows, etc. 1 (See Table 4).

Phase V

A $5 million allocation for Phase V became available as of fiscal

year July 1, 1975. With another change in administration, however,

notices were not mailed out until September 18, 1975. On that date,

Secretary William G. Flynn sent a memo outlining application procedures

and I)epartment policies with respect to the allocation of Phase V funds.

A two part assessment of the project's physical condition was

requested for the first time. Part I asked for priorities in the current

phase of modernization spending while Part II asks for a list of moderni-

zation requirements for the subsequent five year period. Priority was

11 .
Interview with Janina Dwyer,. 23 February, 1977.



iCABLE 4

ALLOCATION OF MDDERNIZATION PHASE IV

LHA's

Agawam
Andover
Arlington
Attleboro
Billerica
Bedford
Boston
Bourn
Brockton
Brookline
Cambridge
Canton
Chelsea
Chicopee
Clinton
Dedham
Fall River
Falmuth
Fitchberg
Franklin
Gloucester
Greenfield-
Hamilton
Haverhill
Holyoke
Hopkinton
Ipswich
Lawrence
Leominster
Lowell
Ludlow
Lynn
Malden
Mansfield
Marlboro

Allocation

$ 28,770
24,213
67,084
21,426
16,035
6,000

1,019,637
46,000
60,300
65,063

198, 311
4,214
82,182
31,697
22,600
10,095

149,014
7,572

56,002
19,789
60,022
31,667
40,000
55,782
36,506
7,468

16,681
90, 581
12, 507
82,691
12,689
35, 276
71,764
7,514

41,226

LHA's

Mattapoisett
Maynard
Medford
lethuen
Middleboro
Natick
New Bedford.
Northampton
Norwood
No. Reading
Peabody
Pitts field
Plymouth -
Quincy
Reading
Somerville
Springfield
Swamps cot
Taunton
Uxbridge
Waltham
Watertown
Webster
Wellesley
Westfield
W. Springfield
Weymouth
Whitnian
Winthrop
Woburn
Worcester
Wrentham
Yarmouth

Allocation

$ 20,000
6,000

86,097
5,900

32,525
62,388
56,787
62,454
11,453
53,200
9,190

150,000
27,960

115,522
22,531

148,624
200,045
31,522
38,226
2,882

63,185
94,316

7,796
18,561
45,672
20,874
37,258
11,4.52
37,057
25,000

122,844
12,539

9, 341

A. Cervantes to Wayne Sherwood, May 20, 1974.Source: Memo from Steven



given to IIIA's in which local housing inspectors were available to assist

in project evaluation.

Due to the scarcity of funds:,. in the past four phases allocations

of $5 million statewide has proven to be of small impact in the renova-

tion of housing projects, most of the monies were allocated for repair-

ing roofs, heating, electrical and utility systems, elimination of major

defects, meeting sanitary code requirements,'energy conservation measures

and other repairs necessary to the health and safety of the residents.

Although the housing authorities were allowed to develop their

own lists of priority improvements the Bureau of Construction at DCA

reserved the right to revise priorities on the basis of field visits

conducted to review proposed modernization items. 12  This Bureau was

established in 1950 to oversee the construction of statewide public

housing. During Phase IV the Bureau set priorities on major structural

repairs although applications were for apartment needs (e.g., the town

of Middleboro requested funding for new bathrooms, however, an inspection

by the Bureau revealed that plumbing and wall beams must be completely

modernized first. (See Appendix. A for modernization process and appli-

cation).

DCA began a search for a consultant to coordinate the inspection

process. Inspections were to occur in two stages; 1) inspection of

projects which submitted Phase V applications, 2) inspection of all

Chapter 200 housing projects. Inspection teams would investigate both

the general systems within each housing project such as plumbing, elec-

12
Interview with Robert De Virgilio, Miodernization Technical

Advisor, Boston, Massachusetts, 18 March, 1977.



trical and heating systems, and a sampling of units. The object was not

to provide a detailed set of "working drawings," but to develop general

cost estimates and long term projections. (For more information refer

to Chapter II).

Phase V applications (from 67 UIA's totaling 14,410 units)

requested over $22 million in modernization funds. Nbst of the housing

authorities that applied in previous phases are included in Phase V.

The housing authorities are spread throughout the Commonwealth with the

majority of funding going toward small towns. The five year projections

accompanying the applications foretold major problems in the- future.

Over one-third of the requests came from 12-16 of the Chapter 200 pro-

jects which were in serious condition and require substantial rehabili-

tation. These pz-ojects are the subject of a more extensive study

described in Chapter II. (See Appendix B,)

During Phase V another source of funding became available to

local housing authorities. As of July 1, 1972. the Commonwealth esta-

blished this account to be distributed by the DCA to local housing au-

thorities for items that in the opinion of the department were unforseen,

emergency and/or catastrophic in nature. Only work incurred since the

start of fiscal year 1973 (after July 1, 1972) will be eligible for fund-

ing. Another program called the Extraordinary Maintenance Program had

an account of $3 million for work items involving:

emergency repair of an ex'isting facility and/or repairs
to existing facilities such as portions of buildings,
grounds, roads and walkways, and support systems such
as electrical, heating, plumbing and sewer equipment.
Such work must have been or is an absolute necessity in



order to maintain t facility in decent, safe and
sanitary condition.

Non-physical modernization was again- in the spotlight. Phase V

and Extraordinary Maintenance both required tenant participation. Phase

V guidelines gave special consideration to applications which evidenced

steps to "undertake joint discussions of the needs for comprehensive,

long term improvements . . ."l4 Extraordinary maintenance funding was,

however, hard to get. The Ways and Means Committees of the state legis-

lature instituted "safeguards": specific allocations had to have the

approval of both the Comptroller and the two Ways and Means Committees

before they could be spent. Although the funding was available for the

basic renovations needed, the channels for obtaining it were clogged

with excess bureaucratic red tape.

In making a distinction between modernization and extraordinary

maintenance the tenants view modernization as their program. Moerniza-

tion is a program which should bring improvement to the social and

physical environment of the project. This is the inherent nature of

the program since it is meaft-to serve both the physical and the policy

and managerial needs of the tenants in public housing. Extraordinary

maintenance involves work items for which the housing authorities are

responsible. Phase V however, set the same type of work priorities as

the Bureau of Construction that outdated structural systems must be

repaired first rather than improvements to the apartments themselves.

13 assachusetts, Extraordinary Maintenance Program Guidelines ((May
14, 1975), p. 5.

14William G. Flynn,Secretary, Division of Communities and Develop-
ment, Applications for Modernization Funds (Phase V), Memorandum to Local
Housing Authorities and Tenant Organizations, September 10, 1975.



A costly priority to tenants. 15  (See Table 5 for Extraordinary Mainte-

nance payments.)

Despite the priorities set by Phase V guidelines unusual local

circumstances and critical necessities were bound to arise. For this

reason an appeals system was established.

Four grounds for appeal were identified: 1) Special funds

would be available to eliminate major violations of the sanitary code

or major building deficiencies; 2) completion of work begun in a

previous phase essential to the modernization application, would be

given special consideration; 3) where an allocation was insufficient

to fund priorities approved by the Department additional funds could

be requested; or, 4) where a work item has continually been deferred

by circumstances beyond the control of the LIA special requests would

be honored. 16 Of the 13 housing authorities that appealed, 11 were

awarded a total of $369,950. (See Table 6.) (Appendix C illustrates

the appeals process.)

Summary of Phases I-V

As of 1976, the Department of Community Affairs of Massachusetts

had gone through five budget cycles in an effort to implement a Public

Housing Modernization Program. The Massachusetts legislature allocated

$5 million for each of the budget cycles. $17.7 million of the allocated

funds were distributed. Of this 47.8 percent was spent for work on

roofs, gutters and downspouts; work on siding and masonry repairs; work

15Massachusetts Union Public Housing Tenants, Allocation Prior-
ities.

16
Interview with Robert De Virgilio, 21 March, 1977.



TABLE 5

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

A: The following housing authorities have received
ordinary Maintenance Program:

funds through the Extra-

Andover H. A.
Bedford H. A.

Belchertown H. A.
Cambridge H. A.
Cambridge H. A.
Cambridge H. A.
Cambridge H. A-.
Chelsea H. A.
Chicopee H. A.
Franklin H. A.
Lawrence H. A.
Lawrence H. A.
Monson H. A.
No. Andover H. A.
Rowley H. A.
Springfield H. A.
Springfield H. A.
Springfield H. A.
Taunton H. A.
Taunton H. A.
Watertown H. A.

TOTAL

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Heating - Boilers
Improvements to Heating
Plant & Hot Water System
Corrosion - Watertreatment
Boiler Repairs
Roofs
Refractory Work
Boiler Retubing
Emergency Heating
Siding - Lead Paint
Gas Feeding Lines
Emergency -Electrical Work
Emergency Electricail Wdtk
Installation-Leaching Field
Purchase Material-Siding
Leaching Field
Basement -Waterproofing
Emergency-Heating & Plumbing..
Emergency-Heating & Plumbing
Heating
Roofing
Boiler-Heating

B: Preliminary approvals granted, planning in progress:

Abington H. A.
Brockton H. A.
Cambridge H. A.
Chelsea H. A.
Fall River H. A.
Gloucester H. A.
Haverhill H.. A.
Malden H. A.
Medford H. A.
New Bedford H. A.
Northampton H. A.
Peabody H. A.
Quincy H. A.
Somerville H. A.

Springfield H. A.
Taunton H1. A.
Woburn H. A.
Worcester H. A.

TOTAL

20,000.00
40,000.00
114,500.00
150,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00

13,000.00
14,000.00
30,000.00
85,105.00
73,600.00
24,600.00

120,000.00
196,249.00

58,100.00
11,305.00
12,-000.00
35,700.00

$1,198,159.00

Sewerage
Roofs
Plumbing
Boilers
Electrical
Sewerage
Plaster Work on Walls
Roofs
Siding
Waterheaters - Boilers
Roofs
Oil Storage Tanks
Roofs
Foundation Work, Bathrooms,
Boiler Reparis (HOLD)

Heating
Gas Mbter Enclosures
Termite Extermination
Heating Control Valves

$ 95,502.00
8,900.00

12,650.00
6,933.10

60,000.00
6,078.00

-12,597.00'
.48,519.96
197,546.28
15,409.00

3,208.00
8,787.50

13,000.00
8,490.00

24,000.00
49,000.00
5,232.57
7,248.45

154,700.00
11,518.00

115,400.00

$864,719.86

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.



TABLE 5 (Continued)

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE PROCiMM

January 28, 1977

C: Under the Extraordinary Maintenance Program the following LHA's will partici-
pate in the Lead Paint - TEE Program:

1. Canton H. A.
2. Fall River H. A.
3. Holyoke H. A.
4. Medford H. A.
5. New Bedford H. A.
6. Peabody H. A.

7. Quincy H. A.
8. Watertown H. A.
9. Webster H. A.

10. Woburn H. A.
11. Worcester H. A.

The Department has set aside $850,000 for lead paint removal.

SUNMARY

A: Received funds under the Extraordinary
Maintenance Program:

B: Preliminary approvals granted, planning
in progress:

C: Lead Paint - TEE Program

Balance under the Extraordinary Maintenance
Program:

$ .864,719.86

1,198,159.00

850,000.00*
$ 2,912,878.86

$ 87,121.14

*Matched by $232,000 from Phase V Modernization Funds

17a.

TOTAL



TABLE 6

PHASE V

ALLOCATIONS PRIOR TO APPEALS

Application List
200

Agawam
Arlington
Barnstable
Boston
Brockton
Cambridge
Chelsea
Clinton
Easthampton
Gardner
Gloucester
Holyoke
Lawrence
Lowell
Malden
Madford
Mbthuen
Natick
New Bedford
Nbrth Andover
Northampton
Norwood
Peabody
Quincy
Springfield
Waltham
Watertown
Webster
West Springfield
Woburn
Worcester

667

Arlington
Bourne
Burlington
Chelsea
Dartmouth
Easthampton
Gardner
Ipswich
Ludlow
1bndon
Milden
Millis
Needham
Northbridge
Oxford
Peabody

Amount of
Cash Awa.rds

88,000
30,000
1,200

1,274,350
52,200

320,400
88,200
10,200
8,700

16,400
48,000
86,000
90,400

131,400
34,000
60,000
21,000
20,000

108,000
12,000
25,000
22,500
32,200

120,000
239,400
35,000

102,600
9,000

27,000
79,200

178,000

36,000

15,000
14,000
2,200
7,000

15,000
40,000
12,000
2,470

14,000
3,000

22,000
7,000
3,550

15,000

Date of
Set-Aside

5/24/76
E/24/76
5/24/76
5/26/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
6/ 7/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
6/ 7/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76
5/24/76

5/28/76

5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76
5/28/76.
6/ 7/76
5/28/76

Amount of
Allocation

26,000
27,100
4,000

1,274,355
22,200

189,200
79,000
13,100

8,700
16,400
14,000
30,000
51,170
131,400
34,000
40,000
27,750
24,000
21,105
15,000
16,500
49,014
37,000

120,000
336,200
35,000

126,300
9,000
17,000
69,350

.175,775

14,000
2,000

15,000
14,000
2,200
7,000

10,000
12,800
12,000
2,500

14,000
3,000
2,000

10,000
3,500

15,000

Date of
Allocation

8/20/76
8/23/76
8/20/76

8/20/76
8/23/76
8/16/76
8/27/76
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/26/76
8/25/76
8/25/76
8/16/76
8/23/76
8/26/76
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/25/76
8/20/76
8/26/76
8/26/76
8/16/76
8/26/76
8/27/76
8/26/76
8/27/76
8/25/76
8/20/76

8/23/76
8/27/76
8/27/76
8/16/76
8/27/76
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/27/76

8/27/76
8/23/76
8/27/76
8/27/76
8/27/76
8/27/76
8/26/76



TABLE 6 (Continued)

PHASE V APPEALS

Housing
Authority

Cambridge

Chelsea

Dedhanm

Amount of
Allocation

189,200

79,000

Date of
Allocation

8/23/76

8/16/76

Fitchburg

Franklin

Haverhill

Quincy

Springfield

Taunton

West Springfield

Woburn

TOTAL

120,000:

336,200

17,000

69,350

8/26/76

8/16/76

8/27/76

8/25/76

Appeals
Date

9/9/76

9/23/76

9/16/76

9/23/76

9/14/76

6/16/76

- 9/2/76

9/16/76

9/8/76

9/22/76

9/9/76

Appeals
Decision

67,000

12,000

33,000

56,000

9,450

30,000

60,000

22,000

57,000

10,000

3,600

Comments

Kitchen Renovation

Heating System Renovation

Bathroon Renovation

Complete Kitchen Renovation
-Phase V

Completion of Heating Sys-
tem

Complete Windows from
Phase II

Bathroom Renovation

Gompletion of Heating Sys-
tem

Roof and Boiler Renovation

Completion of Heating
Renovation

Completion of Plumbing
Renovation

$369,950

NUININ."



on boilers and heating plants; and work on windows and doors.

Modernization funds for Phases I-III were allocated according

to a simple per unit formula. The total modernization allocation of

$5 million per year was divided by the total number of units for which

funds were requested. Each housing authority received its fair propor-

tion. Tenant-UA priority items were approved if they could be funded

within the per unit limitation.

The administration of this per unit formula involved no deter-

mination of relative "need". In Phase IV, DCA devised a formula which

considered the debt service (payment of bonds and notes that financed

the project/function.) This factor handicapped those authorities which,

because of the terms of their financing, were saddled with relatively

high debt payments.

Eighty-two of the 125 eligible local housing authorities parti-

cipated in Phases I-IV (approximately 17,000 units). Total requests

during these phases totaled over $63 million dollars.

During Phase V long term planning in the form of a five-year

work item breakdown was required and an inspection process was initiated.

In practice, the five-year plans seem to have been ignored. The adop-

tion of an Extraordinary Maintenance Program helped to serve the general

needs of the projects. However, many tenants were caught in the contin-

ual clash between project needs (roofs, boilers, etc.) and apartment

needs (kitchen, bathrooms, etc.). Many UHA's availed themselves of the

appeals process and some came out ahead.

17 .
Op cit.



Overall, the priorities expressed by tenants and LIHA's were

generally approved by the state. Housing authority officials viewed

the Modernization Program as a chance to replace outdated systems and

to cut operating costs. The modernization program was basically geared

toward capital improvements. Although efforts were made in the area of

non-physical modernization and management, little was effected.

Issues

The number of households eligible for public housing in Massachu-

setts far exceeds the number of units available. The Commonwealth, and

its housing authorities, by failing to construct new public housing,

are depriving citizens of a basic right; the right to a decent home, to

safe, standard housing.

Admission to public housing is--almost impossible with the press-

ing demands being made on the small supply of units. A sampling of

several housing authorities indicates an average waiting time of six

years for elderly applicants and three years for family units.

However, thousands of eligible citizens who need public housing

never apply for it. They do not apply because they feel it is hopeless.

Either the projects are over-subsdribed or there is no public housing at

all. Of the 351 cities and towns in Massachusetts, only 125 communities,

have housing authorities.

It is certain that in those communities where there are no hous-

ing authorities or any units built, there are elderly people and low-

income families who need subsidized housing. In many towns where there

18Based on a sampling of 25 local housing authorities, the aver-
age waiting time was determined. Mardh 30, 1977.



are low-rent units, they are only for the elderly. There is nothing for

families.

In addition to the shortage of units, another major failure in

Massachusetts stems from the attitude that has prevailed toward public

housing. The projects themselves are densely populated, unattractive

buildings which are physically, and even psychologically, isolated from

the communities which surround them. The projects not only tend to

limit the outlook of the tenants but generate ill-feelings from local

residents who live in the vicinity. The needs of tenants to be near

places of employment, shopping centers, public transportation, schools

and recreational facilities were in many instances given scant attention

at the time most projects were built.

The general housing goal of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is

now to provide:

a variety of choices of decent, safe and sanitary
housing in suitable locations, in suitable natural
and neighborhood environments, and with adequate size
and space, for all persons in the Commonwealth, avail-
able at a cost they can afford andlgithout regard to
racial, national or ethnic origin.

Along with such a commitment, a change in attitude regarding the rehabil-

itation of existing projects is occuring. .The Modernization program and

the enactment of Tenant Participation rules have aided in altering the

prevailing middle-class notion of public. housing as charity or a response

to feelings of guilt. 20

The last Phase V dollars have been spent. The modernization kitty

must now be replenished. DCA is presently trying to confront the basic

1920Massaichusetts, Housing Policy Statement, p. 11.
Interview with Harry Spence, Executive Director of the Cambridge

Housing Authority, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 7 January, 1977.



choices involved in allocating the new 1976 authorization. In the

remainder of this chapter the issues that DCA faces are summarized and

the legislation of the new 1976 authorization for modernization are

discussed.

The key assumption underlying the financing of public housing

is that the state will pay most of the debt service (i.e., repayment of

the notes and bonds purchased by the original investors), while day-to-

day activities will be covered by rent payments. This is feasible as

long as: 1) the cost of operation is stable, 2) tenant income is high

enough to maintain operations and 3) debt service is stable. This

system has not worked since the 1960's when operating costs soared and

interest rates for bonds and notes increased. The Modernization program

was enacted when reserves disappeared and the- conditions of projects continued

to deteriorate.

Legislative History of the New 1976 Authorization for Modernization

The new 1976 bond authorization came as a direct consequence of a

court case, Armando Perez et al. v. Boston Housing Authority, (331 N.E.

2d 801) decided July 10, 1975. This case, referred to -as the Perez case,

involved a class action suit on behalf of all tenants in state-aided

public housing. Plaintiffs sough enforcement of the State Sanitary Code

and asked that certain state officials enjoined from committing monies

for development of low income housing until the preparation and state

approval of rehabilitation pians for housing projects owned and opera-

ted by the Boston Housing Authority were effected. They also sought to

require state defendants to provide funding necessary for rehabilitating

housing once the plans were prepared and approved. Perez is of great

significance because it comes as the climax of a series of cases

concerning violations of the State Sanitary Code and low income projects



(See West Broadway Task Force, Inc. v. Commissioner of the Department

of Community Affairs, 29F N.E. 2d 505, 1973).

Gershon M. Ratner, a member of the Greater Boston Legal Ser-

vices (GBLS), served as attorney for the plaintiffs. Out of his direct

involvement with both cases he drafted four pieces of legislation

(Senate bills 1204-1207)21 introduced by Senator William Bulger of

South Boston in March 1976 to provide money for upgrading the projects.

In developing four distinct bills, Ratner felt that the legislators

would be given a choice. The legislation was designed to meet the con-

cerns of the plaintiffs in Perez. Senate bill. 1205 sought to amend

Section 1 of Chapter 694 of the Acts of 1970 to provide $35 million to

DCA for code violation rehabilitation of state-aided public housing

rather than the $15 million already provided. Senate bill 1207 was

even stronger, stating that $50 million be used for "Rehabilitation and

to repair existing public housing to bring such housing into compliance

with the State Sanitary Code, and provided further, that no unused

authorization may be used for any purpose . . . unless and until such

time as all public housing has been brought into compliance with the

State Sanitary Code."22

21Massachusetts, Legislature, Senate, An Act Clarifying the
Authority of the Department of Community Affairs, 1976, Senate No. 1204.

Massachusetts, Legislature, Senate, An Act Assisting to Bring
State-Aided Public Housing in the Commonwealth into Compliance with the
State Sanitary Code, 1976, Senate No. 1205.

Massachusetts, Legislature, Senate, An Act Clarifying the Au-
thority of Public Officials to Rehabilitate Public Iousing, 1976,- Senate
No. 1206.

Massachusetts, Legislature, Senate, An Act Assisting to Bring
State-Aided Public Housing into Compliance with the State Sanitary Code,
1976, Senate No. 1207.

- 2 Massachusetts, Legislature, Senate,. Senate No. 1207.

~4. A ~



In the meantime the Dukakis administration had put a freeze on

all new authorizations in an effort to respond to the State's budget

crisis. . Ratner had talked with Secretary Flynn in March, 1976 and

although Flynn was enthusiastic about such a program he could not sup-

port it due to the administration's fiscal policy.

The Department of Community Affairs, however, came up with a

plan to spend Chapter 705 monies (used for construction of new family

projects) for modernization rehabilitatio., Senator Joseph F. Timilty,

Chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee on Urban Affairs (UAC),

became aware of this and in a news release, stated that he "would oppose

any effort by the Dukakis administration and the Department of Community

Affairs to spend money authorized by the Legislature for new housing

construction and acquisition to fix up deteriorated projects. 23 He

stated that the Legislature provides separate programs with different

purposes and the Administration "should not rob one of (sic) the

other."24 Ratner along with Hollis Young and Cathy O'Grady (also with

GBLS) were in constant communication with the UAC. Timilty and GBLS

talked it over and compromised in a new modernization bill--Senate 1370--

seeking authorization of $50 million to bring rundown projects into

compliance with the State Sanitary Code through the public housing

modernization program. (The bill was presented April 1, 1976.) 25

In order to insure executive approval, some representatives met

with Governor Dukakis. David Leiderman, Special Assistant to the Gover-

230ffice of Senator Joseph F. Timilty, News Release, April 15,
1976.

24Ibid

25-Interview with Gershon M. Ratner, attorney for Greater Boston
Lega! Services, Boston, Massachusetts, January 2s, 1977.



nor, coordinated the sessions and persuaded them the Governor would

sign the bill once approved. Speaker of the House McGee was also a

prime mover at this stage. He was the original advocate of the 1970

modernization bill.

The next step was to make sure the new modernization authoriza-

tion passed the House with a two thirds vote as required by law. Be-

cause this bill dealt with a large expenditu're, the thrust of the

lobbying effort was aimed at the House Ways and Means Committee. It is

here that many actors came into play. Among them, tenant groups, LHA

directors, other interest groups, legislators, DCA and the Governor

himself.

In March a strategy session was held. In attendance were members

of GBLS, Harry Spence, Executive Director of Cambridge Housing Authority,

Howard Cohen, attorney for CHA, John Connolly of the Boston Housing

Authority, Jack Plunkett and Bob McKay for the Citizens for Housing and

Planning Association and Secretary Flynn. It was here that responsibil-

ities wdre doled out.

A memorandum to all residents of state-aided public housing from

the Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants urged them to contact

their legislators and lobby for support. The memo reminded tenants that

it was an election year, urging them to register to vote, "It is your
,26ultimate weapon with your legislators," and provided suggestions and

techniques for approaching their legislators. This proved to be an

effective method of lobbying with support coming from all areas of the

Commonwealth. Along with specific lobbying-. input from- special interest

26Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants, Time for Action
on State Modernization, Memorandum to. statewide local tenants organiza-
tions, September 2, 1976.



groups concerned about public housing, legislators soon banded in a

concerted effort to push S-1370 through Ways and Means.

Representative Doris Bunte, of Roxbury, Jim Breagy, Special

Assistant to Senator Timilty, and Lewis Crampton formerly of DCA and

now a staff member in Speaker Thomas McGee's office, were instrumental

in getting the bill through. Representative Bunte introduced two bills

in mid-April, 1976: 1) providing for the modernization and renovation

of federal public housing projects in Boston (House No. 2950), and

2) providing funds for modernization of the Franklin Hill and Franklin

Field Project (House No. 2954).

Jim Breagy who works specifically with matters concerning the

UAC, was instrumental in drafting S-1370. He followed the daily course

of the bill and wrote the news releases for Timilty's office.

Lewis Crampton, because of his past ties with DCA made a strong

case for modernization to Speaker McGee an original modernization

adVocate. All three personalities had to convince the Speaker and Ways

and Means Committee that the Department of Community Affairs could

administer the program. The $50 million would allow for a multi-year

funding concept to insure a "planned and systematic" approach.

One problem during the lobbying process were the large city

housing authorities advocating the bill. There was a strong feeling

that a substantial portion of the monies should go to Boston. Even

though the bill originally started out as a Boston metropolitan area

effort, it was drafted to have statewide implications. It is common

knowledge that if a bill is specifically designed for residents of the

Boston area, it dies.



The legislation was close to faltering at this stage. It lang-

uished during the summer months and by September faced with the closing

of the legislative session, a final push had to be made. Late August

and September strategy sessions were held by the key actors. Finally

on Tuesday, October 12, 1976, the bill passed the House. It was only

a few days before the bill passed the Senate and was on the Governor's

desk. The bill was signed during impressive ceremonies at the Fairmount

housing project in Hyde Park on Thursday, October 28, 1976. It is now

known as Chapter 477 of the Acts of 1976.

Summary

There is now another $50 million to spend on modernization over

the next five years. Fromn the story about the enactment of the legis-

lature it is clear that strong personalities were tied to the passage

of the act. They represent constituencies that must be served.

It is interesting to note that although the Commonwealth is

encountering financial problems, the new bill which had almost no chance

of passage was approved. This coupled with the fact that public housing

is such an unappealing issue makes its enactment all the more remarkable.

Senator Joseph F. Timilty, initiator of the bill, was the key to

developing support. Through a series of news releases, he kept the

public informed of the pending legislation. The Urban Affairs Commit-

tee's network of contacts helped to define the lobbying process and

actors involved.

The actual issues at stake were kept to a minimum. Only the

need for increased funding to rehabilitate deteriorating public housing



was discussed. In answer to this basic issue a statewide inventory and

inspection of projects was initiated by DCA. The inspection will pro-

duce a data base upon which the Department can set up a cost-benefit

priority system for allocating modernization funds for local housing

authorities.

Local housing authorities are expected to improve management

of the modernization process through tenant participation. Management

improvements paid out of regular operating budgets, particularly at the

project level, will probably be a prime objective of modernization once

again.

Exactly where does the new bill fit into the evolution of public

housing policy in Massachusetts over the past decade? All that was

passed is a "bare bones" authorization of funding. DCA is now com-

pelled to develop policy. The regulations and guidelines that DCA

adopts will provide the basis for an answer to this question.



CHAPTER II

DEVELOPING ALLOCATION CRITERIA

Past Experence

Allocation procedures during the past five modernization phases

reflected somewhat futile efforts to define a process whereby monies were

expended for physical modernization with tenant participation (i.e., non-

physical modernization) in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of

Chapter 694. Phases I, II and III distributed funding on a per unit basis,

allocating a specified amount of money for every apartment in each public

housing project. Thus, a specified amount went to each participating LHA.

During phases II and III concerns about non-physical modernization

arosd. This resulted in a push for regulations defining the appropriate

role of tenants. The Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants

(MUPHT), the Massachusetts Law Reform Institute, and several local housing

authorities formed a comittee headed by Edward Blackman of the Boston

Housing Authority to press for tenant participation in the modernization

program. The effort was partly successful. DCA agreed that physical

modernization would be processed only if they had tenant sign-off. This

required, in most cases, the election of tenants to represent those living

in the profrect.

Many housing authorities felt that tenants had no right to determine

priorities for apartment renovation. Some LHA's felt that tenants would

be too demanding and forceful in shaping modernization proposals and thus

they did not even apply. A few tenant '.groups,. took the initiative and

made their own applications. 27

27Interview with Brian Opert, 19 April, 1977.
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Phase IV allocations involved a two step application process.

The first step required each housing authority to provide the Department

of Community Affairs with information concerning debt service, current

status of operating reserves and average number of bedrooms per unit.

This information was in a set formila determined by MAC and used to adjust

the per unit allocation. Requests from housing authorities were then

reviewed in light of these formula allocations.

In Phase V the review process was revamped to include a more comp-

rehensive evaluation of the physical need for modernization. DCA placed

highest priorities on work items involving major structural work (plumbing,

roofs, electrical work). They feel that these improvdments were most im-

pcrtant. The allocation process moved away form a dollar per unit dist-

ribution tomoney for work items of critical importance. (For a more de-

tailed description of Phases I - V please refer to Chapter I.)

Despite the changes in the allocation process, the modernization

program did not achieve. the objectives indicated in the Rules and Regula-

tions. Modernization of tenant involvement procedures was only loosely

related to physical modernization efforts. Planning for more than one

year was discouraged, since applications were reviewed on a year-to-year

basis. More importantly, policy regarding allocations and non-physical

modernization varied one year to the next.

Changes are needed once again to ensure that the fiscal moderniza-

tion program during the current year (Fiscal year 1978), encourages tenant

participation and long range planning. -The Massachusetts Union of Public

Housing tenants suggested in 1976, that the physical conditions of each

state housing project be assessed by an independent evaluator.28

2 8Mass. Union of Public Housing Tenants, Allocation Priorities.
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Such an assessment would aid the DCA in allocating funds to LIA's for

modernization purposes and in providing decent housing for the citizens

of the Commonwealth.

Inspection

A survey of the physical conditions of all Chapter 200 housing

projects in the state was undertaken from September 1976 to October 1976.

The goals and organization of the Inspection were formulated by the staff

of the Department of Coimuinity Affairs, recommendations of the Moderniza-

tion Advisory Committee were taken into account. The architectural plan-

ning firm of Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc. (WFEM) and LeY Zetlin

Associates, Inc. (LZA) worked for four months to design an effective in-

spection system.

The purpose of the Inspection was to estimate the actual cost of

over 22 possible work items (involving both exterior and interior improve-

ments) and the need for these improvements in individual housing projects.

Most of these improvements were required to bring the housing projects

into compliance with the State Sanitary Code.

Inspections were undertaken with the active involvement and cooper-

ation of the local housing authorities, including their administrative

and maintenance personnel, local tenant organizations as well as many

individual tenants.

The Commonwealth was divided into six regions; inspections in each

region were completed by different consulting groups. (See Table 7.) Teams

(composed of five engineers and architects with modernization experjoice

and inspectors) inspected an average of one site. per day (large sites

required two to three days). 265 items were reviewed at each site; 18



INDEX OF REGIONS

TABLE 7

TEAM 1: WEST -* Caolo & Bienick, Inc.

Agawam
Chicopee
Clinton.
Easthampton
Fitchburg
Franklin

200-1,2
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1

Gardner

Greenfield
Holyoke
Leominster
Montague

200-2
200-3
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1

Northampton
Pittsfield
Springfield.

Westfield
West Springfield

TEAM 2: WEST CENTRAL - Stull Associates, Inc.

Arlington

Bedford
Canton
Dedham.

Framingham

200-1
200-2
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-2

Franklin
Grafton
Milford
Millbury
Natick
Needham
Norwood
Stoughton

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1

Uxbridge
Watertown
Webster
Wellesley
Westborough
Worcester

TEAM 3: NORIH SHORE - Childs, Bertman, Tseckares Associates, Inc.

Amesbury
Andover
Beverly

Gloucester
Haverhill

Ipswich
Lawrence

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-1
200-2

Lowell
. Lynn

Marblehead

Methuen,
Nahant
Newburyport

200-1
200-1
200-3
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-1
200-1

North Andover
Peabody

Revere
Salem

Swapscott

Winthrop

TEAM 4: INNER SUBURBS - Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc.

Belmont
Brookline

Cambridge

200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-2,6
200-3
200-4
200-5

Chelsea

Everett

Malden

Medford

200-1
200-2
200-3
200-1
200-2
200-3
200-1
200-2
200-1

Somerville

Stoneham

Waltham

Woburn

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-3
200-1
200-1

200-1
200-3C
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2

200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-2
200-1

200-1
200-2
200-1
200-2
200-1
200-2
200-3
200-1
200-2
200-3



TABLE 7 (Continued)

INDEX OF REGIONS

TEAM 5: BOSTON - Huygenst, Tappe, Inc.

Boston 200-1
200-2
200-3
200-4

Boston 200-5
200-7
200-8
200-10

TEAM 6: SOUTH SHORE - Community Development Partnership, Inc.

Attleboro
Barnstable
Brockton

Fall River

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1

. 200-2
200-3

Hull
Mansfield
Mattapoisett
Middleboro
New Bedford

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-3

North Attleboro
Plymouth
Quincy'
Taunton

Weymouth

Boston 200-11
200-12

200-1
200-1
200-1
200-1
200-2
200-1,2
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separate inspection forms were used. (See Table 8.)

The inspectors followed the instructions contained in a 300 page

Manual of Instructions designed to standardize the inspections. Inspec-

tors were required to answer the following questions:

1. Does the item require major work freplacement or
minor work/repair)?

2. Should the work be done NOW (within a year) or
LATER (within two to five years)?.

3. What is the quantity of work to be done?

4. What are the NEEDS which prompt the work (health
and safety, energy, security, other)?

5. What is the apparent cause of the condition which
prompts 2he work (deterioration, damage, obsoles-
cence)?

Inspections. involved. meetings wiyth project managers, tenant repre-

sentatives and LHA officials. Information was transmitted daily to the

Department of Community Affairs. Field visits were made by WFEM and LZA

prior to the actual inspections in order to 1) establish a random samp-

ling of buildings and units in the project and notifying affected tenants

of the inspection and 2) to monitor the team's work and the conduct of
30

a post-inspection meeting. An extensive post-inspection check of all

returned data was made by WFEM/LZA for completeness and accuracy.

The information gathered has provided DCA with baseline information

with which to formulate policy regarding the physical maintenance of

Chapter 200 housing. The data base has been designed so that it can be

"expanded or modified to serve as a useful management tool in assisting

2 9 Wallace, Floyd Ellenzwieg, Moore, Inc., "Sumary Report," Mod-
ernization Inspections Chapter 200 State-Aided Family Housing, Vol.~T,
1976, p. 45.

0Ibid., p. 47.



TABLE 8

MAJOR WORK CATEGORIES AND WORK ITEMS

Sitework

Grounds

Building

Roofs and Gutters

Foundations/Siding

Windows and Doors

Stairs and Porches

Entries and Vestibules

Corridors and Stairs

Attics and Basements

Management/Maintenance Spaces

Community Spaces

Major Mechanical Systems

Heating & Ventilating

Water & Gas Supply and
Distribution

Waste and Sewage

Fire Protection

Electfical Service

Emergency Systems

Dwelling Unit

Kitchens (including mechanical &
electrical)

Bathrooms (including mechanical &
electrical)

Other Rooms

Other Mechanical Work

Source: Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc. Modernization Inspection
Chapter 200 State-Aided Family Housing, Vol. 1, "Summary Report," (March
22, 1977), p. 13.



the Department to discharge its responsibility." 31 For example the work

priorities and rehabilitation items can be reviewed yearly as particular

tasks are completed.

Another component of the Modernization Inspection, included an

analysis of potential energy saving improvements that might be made.

Detailed results of the inspection will not be published until the

Summer- of 1977. Preliminary results, however, are available. The Inspec-

tors tried to pinpoint current energy losses that might be corrected.

Twelve major work items, e.g., storm windows and doors, insulation

and piping, heating components and thermostats (from dwelling unit usage

to central boiler plant design) which could affect energy conservation

were investigated on a project-by-project basis.

Each work area has been assigned a value for potential
annual BTU's to be saved should the item under considera-
tion be repaired or replaced. To arrive at-cost savings,
actual project fuel costs were used where available;
otherwise an assumed value was used based on average
Massachusetts fuel costs derived from local utility com-
pany statistics. 32

Many projects were suffering serious energy losses due to uncon-

trolled or deteriorated heating systems. Total repair costs for these

items have been compared with annual fuel cost savings. DCA has con-

cluded that energy efficiency could be increased by as much as 35% if

modernization improvements were made.33

Upon completion of the inspections, regional averages were tallied

and compared to state averages. Intensive training sessions, standardi-

3 Ibid., p. 2.
3 2Wallace et al., "Special Reports," Vol. 2, Chapter 1, (1976).
33Ibid.



z ation of costs of items inspected, qualifications for inspectors, devel-

opment of a Manual of Instruction were all used to ensure uniformity

throughout the inspection process.

Inspection results suggested that $138 million is required to

bring all 200 projects into conformance with minimutm standards. $62

million worth of critical improvements that must be made within one

year have also been identified.'

Repairs to interior dwelling units will require most of the fund-

ing (41%). Kitchens and bathrooms represent the largest dwelling unit

costs, $15.3 million and $16.5 million respectively.

Building exteriors are next in order of the funds required to make

necessary repair.s. Most work is concentrated on windows, roofs and

siding (all-weather tightness problems).

In terms of electrical, heating, storm and sewage problems, sub-

stantial work is needed to bring these up to minimum standards. (See

Table 9))

BREAKDOWN OF WORK NEEDED BY CATEGORIES

Lategory NW Work Needed Total
Within One Year

(Statewide)

DWELLING UNITS $30,962,148 50% $56,294,958 41%
BUILDINGS 17,322,972 28% 49,573,879 36%
MAJOR M/E SYSTEMS 9,899,583 16% 21,590,740 16%
SITEWORK 3,501,502 6% 10,170,348 7%
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 601,120 1% 651,692 -
SPECIAL BUILDINGS 143,807 - 294,661 -

Source: Wallace, et al., "Summary Report," p. 14.

34Interview with Allan B. Isbitz, Modernization Coordinator, Depart-
ment of Community Affairs, Boston, Massachusetts, 14 April, 1977.



TABLE 9 (Continued)

Item Within Dwelling
Unit NOW WORK Total %

BATHS (INC. M/E) $11,925,459 39% $16,577,990 29%
KITCiENS (INC. M/E) 8,967,665 29% 15,366,598 28%
OTUiR ROOMS 8,059,936 26% 19,922,018 35%
OTIIER MECHANICAL 2,009,088 6% 4,428,352 8%

Improvements needed were sorted into NOW and LATER categories.

WFEM suggested that work done in the NOW category be (lone immediately to

remedy situations threatening the health and safety of tenants. LATER

items should be completed in two to five years.

Several projects in poor condition referred to as Distressed pro-

jects requiring large sums of funding are being considered for a "Pilot

Study Program." This experimental program will address "some of the

management and social problems. . . as well' as provide funds to repair

physical structures." Richard Baron of McCormack and Associates of St.

Louis, Missouri was selected to coordinate this program due to their

success with distressed projects in St. Louis. McCormack devised a pro-

gram design including site selection criteria, LHA commitment to the

program, tenant organization and municipal support. The pilot project

will seek to increase the long-term viability of the selected develop-

mentsby upgrading the physical condition, developing and implementing

an efficient operating budget and decreasing vacancies. The foremost

objective is to permit tenants to have a greater say in the management

and decision-making processes, as stipulated in the DCA "Regulations for

35Executive Office of Communities and Development, News Release,
March 11, 1977.



Tenant Participation."36

Only projects with 100 or more apartments were considered for the

Pilot Program. The larger the project, the greater the number of people

affected and the greater the benefit a odernization Program will have.

Indicators such as 1) amount of funding needed for renovation per

dwelling unit; 2) amount needed per dwelling unit NOW; and, 3) a

deferred maintenance factor (necessaryrenovation that has been post-

poned, whether intentional or not) per dwelling unit were also consi-

dered. 3 7  Above average scores in the above categories were presumed to

be key indicators of physical distress. A result of 25% or more above

team average was considered an "indicator" of project distress. Twenty

such distressed projects were identified; ten projects showed distress

either on two or three counts. 3 8

As of this writing the Pilot Program is still in an organizational

stage, but implementation should begin early Summer, 1977.

For a detailed look at an inspection data packet sent to the pro-

jects, please refer to Appendix D.

3 6 Interview with Allan Isbitz, 15 February, 1977.
3 7 Wallace et al., "Special Reports," Ch. 3.
38It is recommended on the basis of the Inspection that the follow-

ing projects be considered for Comprehensive. Pilot Programs. ("Special
Reports," Ch. 3.)

Lowell 200-1 292 Apts.
Springfield 200-1 200 Apts.
Gloucester 200-1 160 Apts.
Cambridge 200-2,6 309 Apts.
Cambridge 200-4 228 Apts.
Boston 200-1 972 Apts.
Boston 200-8 354 Apts.
Boston 200-11 504 Apts.
Taunton 200-1 102 Apts.
Watertown 200-3C 228 Apts.



Aplication Procedure

As soon as the preliminary Inspection results were returned to the

DCA, the Application for Modernization funding was re-drafted. Because

of past experiences and future hopes for the program, many requirements

and philosophies had to be incorporated in the new Application.

The Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants felt strongly

that modernization should be linked to management improvement, specifi-

cally tenant participation. The Modernization Program required the

identification of a tenant organization in every housing authority,

a sign-off by tenant representatives was required prior to project

approval. Not surprisingly, tenants and management occasionally came

into conflict. Tenants often feel that Modernization funds should be

expended on items to improve outdated facilities such as bathrooms and

kitchens. However, management requests for roof repairs, siding,

plumbing and other structural repairs have often been approved.
39

Under the direction of Allan Isbitz, Modernization Coordinator,

the Department of Community Affairs mapped out a response to the

Massachusetts Union. These priorities were incorporated into the new

Modernization Program's expenditure of $50 million. Long-term strate-

gies for improvement included research into the multi-year problems

dealt with in the program and long-term predictability in funding.

The new applications require a five-year Capital Improvement Plan

(CIP) listing five year goals including a description of the community,

a strategy for accomplishing physical improvements. A Management Improve-

ment Plan (MIP) must also be included which covers preventive maintenance,

local housing authority relationships with the community, and tenant

39 Interview with John Keane Director of Mass Union of Public Hous-
ing Tenants, Boston, Massachusetts, 6 January, 197'/



employment. Tenant participation in the CP and MIP will be compulsory

both in the planning and implementation stages.

In addition to the above, non-physical Modernization priorities

will include enforcement of the regulations enacted concerning tenant

services. (See Chapter I) The new application will require full com-

pliance with the regulations and may require the housing authority to

demonstrate how these provisions will be met.40

The WFEM report repeatedly pushed for the institution of a pilot

project; a concentrated effort in rehabilitation of seven to twelve

projects in dire need. Selection criteria and objectives for the pilot

program have begun. Criteria for eligibility are:

1. Only projects containing 100 apartments and over;

2. physical deterioration in upper 50% of the above size
class (approximately 27 projects),

3. current vacancy rate among top half of projects and
increasing trend over the past six months;

4. invite the projects in these categories (10) proje 1s
to submit proposals and pick the best five or six.

One objective of this program is to correct most of the state

sanitary code violations. Also. execution of major management improve-

ments such as local control over maintenance staff and improving pro-

gramming of maintenance work. Tenant Participation must be formalized

at every level of the pilot effort. Therefore, tenants must be given

access to outside professional expertise when needed. Neighborhood

task forces will be established as a lobby for municipal services and

Allan Isitz, MassUnion Position Paper of June 9, 1976, Memor-
andum to Members, Modernization Advisory Committee, July 1, 1976.

4 1Criteria for Pilot Project Candidates, Modernization Memorandum,
January, 1977.
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private social services as well as to provide perspective and advice to

the pilot effort and reducing the isolation of the pilot project from

the rest of the community. The Conventional Modernization Program (e.g.

Phases I-V) and the new experimental pilot project are competing for the

same funds.

During the legislative lobbying for the $50 million appropriation,

the Department of Community Affairs sent a model budget calling for a

$25 million and $23 million division between the Conventional Program

and the pilot program.42 (See Table 10.) Decisions have had to be

made about that split. Issues such as rectifying state sanitary code

violations with the budget amounts, number of actual pilot projects in

the .program that can be done successfully, program commitments to. elderly

(Chapter 667) housing and renovations for the handicapped had to be

settled.. Basic questions as to where the money was to be budgeted and at

what level had to be decided.

In December, 1976 an alternate budget was. proposed by Isbitz.

(See Table 11.) This budget lowered the total number of apartments in

the pilot program to 3,000 units; the proposal also lowered the amounts

granted for Chapter 667 by $500,000 but added a concept called matching

grants. The budget assumes that the average statewide distribution for

Conventional Modernization will be approximately $1,700 per unit. (The

figure is for budgetary purposes only). However, the method of allocat-

ing funds will be determined after examination of the WFEM reports.

4 2Allan Isbitz, Alternate Approaches in Budgeting for the .$50
Million Available Under theMdeniization AZT, Nemorandmi- to Karen ~Falat,
December 21, 1976.



TABLE 10

SPENDING PLAN

PROPOSED MODERNIZATION FUNDS

Proj'ect Category Year 1
millions)

Year 3
FY 79

IT~ U YiP *1 -' ,.. -~

iotat vrogram Lost

On-going Capital
Improvements

Chapter 200

Chapter 667

$/Apt.*

Total

Pilot Program

Projects

$/Pilot (Ave.)

$/Apt.*

Total

$ 7.3

.7

2

2.0

Administrative Costs

*Chapter 200 Projections Only

Total Chapter 200 units under Pilot Programs

Total Chapter 200 units under On-going Modernization

= 4,000

11,000

Above allocations may be altered in accordance with the results of
general inspections.

($ in
Year 2

FY 78
Year 4

FY 80
TOTAL

1.z

5.15.3

.7

4.3

.7

$2,083

25

.3

2.0

4-

1.75 2.0

$6,000*

NOTE:



TABLE 11

IDDERNI ZATION PROGRMI: PROPOSED 4 - YEAR BUDGET

ALTERNJATE APPROAC-

The following is the first draft of a suggested budget for use of the $50
million. It is meant primarily as a discussion document, and not as a
format department position. As such it conta-ins some of the policy consi-
derations we have mentioned at previous meetings.

CONVENTIONAL PROGRAM

Entitlement Reserve
($1,700 X 12,000 Apts)

Incentive Pool 2
(Matching grants)

Appeals
Local Administration

Total Program Costs

$24.5 Million

$20.4 M

2.1 M

1.5 M
.5 M

$24.5 M

PILOT PROGRAM $15.0 Million

Physical Improvements
($4,000 X-3,000 Apts)

Non-Physical Improve-
ments
($1,000 X 3,000 Apts)

Total from M-bdernization
Funds

Matching Grants-

Total Pilot Program
All Sources

$12.0 M

3.0ME

15.0 M

6.0 M

$21.0 M

ELDERLY HOUSING 667 (5%)

HANDICAPPED HOUSING IMPROVEMENTS (5%)

DCA ADMINISTRATION (0.5%)

CONTINGENCY (10.5%)

TOTAL MODERNIZATION PROGRAM (1977-1980)

$ 2.5 Million

$ 2.5 Million

$0.25 Million

$ 5.25Million

$50.00Million



TABLE 12

MIODERNIZATION PROGRAM

PROPOSED 5-YEAR BUDGET

A. Conventional Program $28.5 Million

Chapter 200 Modernization

Entitlement Pool
($1,695/apt. for 12,800 apts.)

Incentive Bonus (10%)
Local Administration
Contingency (10%)
Total Chapter 200($2085/apt)

Chapter 667 Modernization
(6% of $28.5 M)

B. Pilot Demonstration Program

($6,023/apt for 2,000 apts)

$ 21.7 M

2.2 M
0.5 M
2.3 M

$ 26.7 m

$13.25 Million

C. Pilot or Conventional Reserve (Chapter 200 & 667) $ 2.5 Million

(Not to be used until year 3) .

D. Management Improvement Program (Subject to further
review)

Maintenance Improvements
Management Improvements
Security
Contingency
Total MIP

$ 3.0 Million

$ 1.0 M
1.0 M
0.7 M
0.3 M

E. Energy Pilots

F. Handicapped Housing (3% of $50 M)

G. DCA Administration

$ 1.0 Million

$ 1.5 Million

$ 0.25 Million

TOTAL MODERNIZATION PROGRAM: $50.0 Million
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Through the use of matching grants. (bonus funds) with monies from

Modernization contingencies for that purpose, it is suggested that a

project be able to increase its allocation by as much as 20%. The assump-

tion is made that there will be substantial encouragement to match the

use of Modernization monies on a two-to-one basis. That is, for every

one dollar of Modernization money there will be a two dollar matching

contribution fram other sources such as Title XX, Community Development,

Block Grants, etc. 'monies from Modernization contingencies will be used.

After much deliberation a final version was approved February 22,

1977 (See Table 12.) The resultant expenditures in terms of physical

and non-physical improvements will be as follows:

Physical Non-Physical & Administrative

Conventional Program $22.2 millior $2.2 million

Pilot Program 15.75 3.7

Elderly Chapter 667 1.8 000

Handicapped Housing 1.5 000

DCA Administration 000 .25

Contingency 000 2.6

Total all programs: $41.25 million $8.75 million

Calculations were done on a regional basis according to Table 7,

taking into account the total number of units per region and dividing

this amount by $1 million. (Based on statewide allocation.) The quo-

tient became the factor upon which calculations for the four categories

used for presentation to the MAC committee in February. The Health and

Safety NOW category was chosen. The criteria was chosen because the

results of -the WFEM survey indicated that more than $90 million is
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required to make improvements for the health and safety of the tenants.

These needs are based primarily on the State Sanitary Code. Also, the

inspection results show that almost every project has a substantial need

for improvements in the health and safety category.

The legislation for the Modernization Program limits spending by

the Department of Community Affairs to $12 million a year. In order to

insure that the spending ceiling is not exceeded, the Department of

Community Affairs will make available in 1977 approximately half of the

Entitlement money for distribution during fiscal years 1977 and 1978.

The significant advantage of the new Entitlement system is that

the housing authority and tenant organization in each project know how

much modernization money is available to their project(s) for the next

five years. Local housing authorities and tenant organizations will be

able to plan how to spend Modernization funds most effectively through-

out this period of time.

Modernization Entitlement funds may be used for physical improve-

ments only. According to Chapter 477 of the Acts of 1976 the Department

of Community Affairs must "give priority to bringing existing state-

aided projects into compliance with the State Sanitary Code." Therefore,

to be eligible for Entitlement money, at least 80% of the physical

improvements in each 1977 Modernization Program must be for work in the

health and safety category as identified in the statewide physical

survey, or as certified by local health officials. Funds will be avail-

able for Chapter 667 to correct certified violations of the State

sanitary Code. As of this writing no Entitlement iystem has been estab-

lished for the elderly projects.



To receive Entitlement monies the housing authority must first

satisfy the eligibility requirements. It must have adopted the Rules

and Regulations of the Department promulgated May 5, 1976 pertaining

to lease provisions, tenant grievance procedures, tenant participation,

eligibility, and tenant selection and transfer. Furthermore, the lease

and grievance regulations must have been implemented. In addition, the

LHA must have expended all available operating reserves, or be in the

process of spending those reserves.

The Rules and Regulations of the Modernization and Renovation Loan

Act promulgated in 1971 spell out the requirements for tenant participa-

tion in the Modernization Program. The new Modernization application

calls for three basic documents to be submitted jointly by the LHA and

LTO. The first is a five-year capital improvement plan for expending

the Entitlement money, reserves, and other funds, listing work in order

of priority. Second, each LHA and LTO are to complete a current-year

Capital Improvement Plan based on the Entitlement money plus any other

funds secured by the LHlA for 1977. Third, each Modernization applica-

tion must include a Management Improvement Plan which identifies the top

priority management or social problems at the project and defining an

improvement program aimed at these problems. 4 3

The Department has established an incentive bonus system to encour-

age LHA's and municipal governments to seek other funds to use in conjunc-

tion with Modernization monies. Each Chapter 200 project may receive up

to 20% more than its Entitlement amount if the LHA and/or LTO succeed in

obtaining other funds for that project. These funds may come from Commun-

43
Allan Isbitz, Transmittal Memorandum on the 1977 Modernization

Program, Memorandum to Karen Falat, Wayne Sherwood and Jons steinberg,
February 28, 1977.



ity Development Block Grants, Title XX public welfare, C.E.T.A., or

other programs. They may be intended for either physical or non-

physical purposes. However, they must be incorporated into the Capital

Improvement or Management Improvement Plans when commitments are secured.'

For every such $200 received from outside sources, the Department will

grant the project an additional $100 for physical improvements up to a

limit of 20% of the Entitlement. Chapter 667 projects are not eligible

for bonus money.

After several drafts of the application were developed, a final

version was approved by the MAC in March, 1977. (See Appendix F.)

Although it contains the improvements detailed earlier, all that remains

to be seen is the implementation process.

- ".-'--.~,~-'v -



CHAPTER III

POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF DCA'S NEW PROGRAM GUIDELINES

Standards

The 1977-78 Modernization Program reflects several important

changes. In an effort to encourage long term planning in the Conven-

tional Program DCA has set aside an Entitlement amount for each housing

project. The LiA's tenant organizations now know how much they can

count on for the next five years assuming they meet all the necessary

standards. (For details on the entitlement system please refer to

Chapter II.)

Bonus funds are also available. DCA will match Title XX,

Community Development Block Grants or other outside funds that LHA's

can secure with a 50% contribution over and above the Entitlement.

This can not exceed 20% of .the Entitlement, however, DCA officials pre-

sume that the LHA and the local tenant organizations will focus on the

most badly needed physical improvements, specifically those related to

the State Sanitary Code as required by Chapter 477 of the Acts of 1976.

The new application process requires that LiA's indicate the

number of full-time staff members responsible for the Program and the

consultants employed. DCA hopes to be able to maintain a current

mailing list of all tenant representatives and those responsible for

modernization.

In order to receive Entitlement monies, LIA's must adopt the

Rules and Regulations promulgated May, 5, 1976 pertaining to lease pro-

visions, tenant grievance procedures, tenant participation, eligibility

for public housing, and tenant selection and transfer. These regula-

tions were subject to stormy debate during the early months of 1977.



Regulations concerning lease provisions set forth standards and

criteria for management-tenant relationships, LHA's and tenant organiza-

tions must prepare the leases in which management and tenants are aware

of their respective duties and responsibilities. Grievance procedures

allow for a tenant who feels aggrieved about any local housing authority

action or..failure to act in accordance with a lease or any regulation

that affects a tenant's status, rights or duties to be entitled to a

hearing before a hearing panel. The panel is composed of five members:

two representatives of the IA, two representatives of the tenant organ-

ization -and one observer. Since the enactment of these provisions a

year ago, only 130 local housing authorities have approved the lease

provisions and. 90 the grievance procedures of the 203 housing authori-

ties with dwelling units under state aid.44 There is still opposition

from local housing authorities to the notion of tenant rights. Many

authorities feel that the Commonwealth through the DCA has no control

over them and that they can do as they please.

The Modernization Advisory Committee (MAC) composed of members

of LHA's, tenant organizations and professionals in the area of public

housing knew since 1976 that concern over the regulations was growing.

During the January and February MAC meetings the debates began. Execu-

tive directors felt that requiring housing authority approval of the

regulations was stringent.

The legislature was pressuring the DCA on the implementation of

the Tenant Selection regulation. This regulation concerns allocation

of available units to applicants and tenants of the LIA on the waiting

44 Interview with Jon Steinberg, Director, Bureau of Tenant Man-
agement Services, Department of Community Affairs, Boston, Massachusetts
27 April, 1977.



list. There must be no discrimination against any applicant based on

non-residency in the municipality where the application is filed.

Thereby, tenant selection will not be done on a basis that favors only

the town's residents. If a prospective applicant from Town A finds

that there is a long waiting list in his town and virtually little

waiting time in Town B, he should be able to apply there and treated

on the same level as Town B's applicants.

The Ipswich Housing Authority had raised development finds to

build Chapter 667 and 705 housing. However as of January 1977, they

were not in compliance with the Rules and Regulations. Secretary of

Communities and Development, William G. Flynn stated that they would

have to pass a resolution in compliance with the Rules and Regulations

in order to receive the funds for which they were otherwise eligible.

On February 3, 1977 Ipswich approved by resolution the Rules and Regu-

lations.

The DCA had to decide whether to require compliance with all

regulations or to compromise on specific issues. The MAC March 1977

meeting was crucial. Time was short, the Modernization Applicaiions

had to be distributed in order to have adequate time for review and

allocations before the end of the fiscal year. (See following sec-

tion.)

The Massachusetts Union of Public Housing Tenants (John Keane)

and the Massachusetts Law Reform Institute (Richard Allen) urged that

all regulations be implemented. The housing authorities were in

trouble with their local Board of Commissioners (acts as trustees to



oversee direction of the housing authority; is composed of five members,

four appointed by town mayor or selectmen and one by the State) who want

direct administration over the regulations. During the March meeting

it was agreed that the loaal housing authorities would have to implement

the lease and grievance procedures in order for eligibility for moderni-

zation funds. It was felt that these regulations were most basic to

tenant concerns. The lease provisions, eviction procedures, and griev-

ance regulations while important, werd thought to be less crucial.45

If the housing authority is not in compliance with the above

regulations, they must give a rationale and indicate how implementation

will occur in 90 days. (Please refer to Appendix F while reading this

chapter in order to fully comprehend the narrative.)

Also the MAC March meeting it was deZided that all regulations

must be certified and adopted by the Board of Commissioners. Richard

Allen of the Massachusetts Law Reform Institute urged that the resolu-

tion passed by the Board of Commissioners be signed under "penalty of

perjury" i.e., if all the regulations are not enforced the signers

will be under penalty of law. An immediate uproar ensued about the.

legality of such a clause. However, Jon Steinberg, Director of Tenant

Management Services in an effort for compromise, proposed that the DCA

require a formal board vote, minutes of the meeting and the seal of

the local housing authority be affixed on the resolution. The Secretary

of the Board (who is the Executive Director of the housing authority)

acts as the official signer of the resolution. This is the method used

4 5Interview with Allan Isbitz, 28 April, 1977.



in accordance with HUD pclicies. 46 This action met with approval and

the way for effective management of the housing authorities had begun.

The following criteria described are the basic components of the Modern-

ization Application for 1977-78. (Modernization Conventional Program)

Emphasis will be placed on those areas of the application requiring use

of the WFEI reports, tenant participation and adherence to the regula-

tions enacted May, 1976.

Applications for Modernization funds fiscal year 1978 must also

conform to the Rules and Regulations of the Modernization Act of 1970,

enacted March 16, 1971 which includes tenant participation and sign off.

In addition Chapter 477- of the Acts of 1976 which makes available the

$50 million authorization for this Program, requires that the Department

of Community Affairs "give priority to bringing existing state-aided

public housing into compliance with the state Sanitary code."

Because Modernization Entitlement funds must be used for physi-

cal improvements only, a five-year Capital Improvement-Plan (CIP) must

be completed. (Please see Appendix F, Part IIIA,) This plan used in

conjunction with the data provided by the WFEM inspection report will

provide the basis for long term physical improvements to the project.

The CIP calls for listing all work items by priority with a

detailed description of the item, source of funds and number of apart-

ments and buildings involved. Data from the WFEM inspection is required.

From the work priorities determined by the project it must be determined

in conjunction with the WFEM report whether work can be done NOW or LATER.

46Interview with Jon Steinberg, 29 April, 1977.



In order for the DCA to fully comprehend the physical needs and

general condition of the project, photographs of the projects are

required of the LIHA's. -These pictures will show the surrounding neigh-

borhood and. work priorities.

This portion of the application also requires the LHIA's to

explain the rationale behind the priorites chosen as they relate to

health and safety. Also needed is a description of any anticipated

funding sources other than Modernization. An energy conservation pro-

gram should be discussed as well as depicting as accurately as possible

the projected energy savings.

An accompaniment to the five-year CIP is the CIP for 1977-78.

(Part IIIB of Appendix F.) Using the Entitlement available for fiscal

year 1977-78, the project must budget this amount in addition to any

bonus funds and reserves to determine its total budget. The project

is then required to allot 80% of its Modernization funding to health

and safety rehabilitation. This must be done in order to be eligible

for Modernization monies.

An innovation in the format will be a past performance record,

whereby the DCA can monitor the rate of program. expenditures.

The CIP also requires that the housing authority describe how

tenant employment opportunities will be provided with the Modernization

funds. It also includes employment of the IlA staff, or employment

generated from contractors working on the Modernization program.

In relation to the CIP, the Management Improvement Plan (MIP)

(Part IIICof Appendix F) must also be completed to relate the physical



issues involved in the CIP to key management issues. The Rules and

Regulations of the Modernization and Renovation Loan Act of 1970

require that tenants of each project affected by the Modernization Pro-

gram "shall be involved in decisions related to the planning and imple-

mentation of the program."

The MIP is an attempt to focus on this requirement by coordinat-

ing the efforts of the LIA and tenant organization. The MIP is basically

a problem solving process concerning this coordination.

Through a series of meetings, the parties involved discuss and

define the major management problems confronted by their respective

developments and choose one or two that will be dealt with in the appli-

cation for one year.

The problem or need must be described, exploring all possible

causes and trying to pinpoint those causes which contribute to the

problem. At this point the LHA and tenant organization jointly must

assess the problem and the possible solutions. In defining those solu-

tions, a statement of the management objective is completed.

A work plan is begun by selecting specific tasks or work steps

to be done for achieving the objective. A timetable is mapped out on

a month-by-month scheme for implementation and completion of tasks

during fiscal years 1977 and 1978.

Finally a monitoring and evaluation group must be established

with members of both parties included. They will be responsible for

determining how to evaluate and report the status of the work program.

Responsibility for record keepting and gathering information is necessary

in order for the group to report to the DCA Tenant Management Services

I4 7 nterview with Donna Killeen, Tenant Services Coordinator, Department
of Community Affairs, Boston, Massachusetts, ~22 April, 1977.



Bureau. This Bureau, which deals specifically with tenants needs (it

is responsible for the promulgation of the Rules and Regulations May 5,

1976) will work closely with the Modernization staff on this aspect of

the application. Tony Brown, newly-appointed Management Liason on the

Modernization staff will work to coordinate communication efforts

between the two Bureaus.

It is hoped that by means-of the MIF, that a definite step

toward non-physical modernization will be made.

In addition to the above portions of the application, an accur-

ate assessment of the housing authorities' available operating reserves

must be made. In the application a form requesting this information

will be utilized. The projectbon of excess operating reserves will be

incorporated in the Modernization budget.

In early summer 1977, the DCA will offer a Request for Proposal

for Modernization funding for local housing authorities and tenant

organizations to correct physical and related management conditions

through the pilot program. Special interest will be in executing major

management improvements such as .decentralized project budgeting, local

control over maintenance staff and programming of maintenance work. The

projects interested in this program are encouraged to participate in

the Conventional Modernization Program as outlined above. If a project

is chosen, the Entitlement funds will be supplemented with additdonal

funds from the pilot program. As of this writing, the details of this

program and application procedures are not completed.



Criteria for Review of the 1977-1978 Modernization Application

Modernization Applications for 1977-1978 must be submitted to

the Department of Community Affairs no later than May 6, 1977 in order

to receive funding during fiscal year 1977. The DCA will begin review-

ing all parts .of the application. Penalities of a 25% loss in the

five-year Entitlement amount will occur if applications are not

received as of July 1, 1977. If applications are not received by

September 1, 1977, the DCA will consider redistributing the funds based

on competing needs.

In order for the LHA's and their projects to better understand

the implications and logistics of the application, three workshops

were held throughout the Commonwealth during the week of April 11, 1977.

(The sessions were in Northampton, Framingham and Medford.) Members of

the Modernization and Management staff as well as Barbara Manford a

WFEM consultant were on hand to answer questions of concern to the

housing authorities. Questions ranged from interpretation of WFEM data

to page-by-page instructions for the Modernization Application. Empha-

sis was placed on presentations of the CIP and MIP. Enthusiastic

response toward the Bonus funds portion was -expressed and indication

showed that many applicants will try for outside funding. Conferences

were also scheduled for the remainder of April and first week of May

for housing authorities with serious problems to come to the DCA for

counseling and assistance in completing the application.

During April, Tony Brown, Modernization-Management liason began

the task of developing criteria for review of the applications. The



first step was to divide the housing authorities into regions and dis-

tribute them among the modernization staff. (See Appendix G). This

distribution was done so as to give an equitable load of work to all

staff members who will be responsible for all communication with their

assigned UIA's.

Mr. Brown also set up a monitoring system of the applications

once they are received by the DCA. The process includes:

1. Logging in the application (i.e., date of arrival,
and staff members responsible).

2. Preliminary check by Brown for completeness.

3. Photostating a copy of application.

4. Distribution of CIP, tenant and UEA staff organiza-
tions and Bonus funds portion to modernization staff
members.

5. Distribution of Operating Reserve statement to
Bureau of Accounting Services.

6. Allocating remainder of Application to Bureau of
Tenant Management Services field representatives.

7. All staff members have two days to review material.
(See Appendix H.)

8. If any deficiencies in the application are noted,
the staff will put their accounts in escrow for
60-90 days, until they are corrected.

9. The review will be returned to Tony Brown, who will
prepare a summary of the status of the application.

As of this writing the complete reviewing cycle has not been done.

However, all staff members express support of this concept.



CIIAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND RECOMNDATIONS

The Modernization Program has undergone constant change since

it was initiated in 1971. However many inconsistencies remain. The

following is a sumary of issues and reconendations that may aid in the

development of a smooth operation of this year's upcoming program.

Issues under Discussion

1) Issue. How does DCA encourage long term planning in the

Conventional Program, insure that LIA's focus on the most

serious physical improvements with the limited funds avail-

able, and seek additional outside funds for related non-

physical improvements as well as physical improvements?

Conclusion. By establishing an Entitlement amount for

each project, the LHA and tenant organizations know what

the total resources will be over the next five years.

by employing a matching fund the LHA and tenant organizaA

tions know they can set five year priorities.

2) Issue. What if any, are the implications in emphasizing

short term structural -improvements versus short term

apartment renovations?

Conclusion. This conflict -focuses on LHA and tenant dis-

putes over renovation priorities. During the past moder-

nization phases, the majority of funding was awarded to

structural needs based on field visits conducted by the

Bureau of Construction. However, with the impetus



toward structural capital improvements in the past,

the outcome of the WFEM inspections show that priority

must now be given to dwelling units. (See Chapter~ II,

Table 9) Whatever improvements made in the short term

(one to two years) in one area can be compensated in

the long term for improvements in other areas. Eg.,

kitchen renovations done in the 1977-78 allocation can

be compensated with storm window installation to occur

later. Prime consideration will be given to work begun

in other phases and not yet completed. It must be

noted that DCA is the final authority on priority item

recommendations. The modernization application requests

must be for work items cited by the NFEM inspections.

Above all, both the tenants and the authority must agree on

on the priorities submitted.

3) Issue. What are the implications of emphasizing

short term physical improvements and long term non-

physical improvements?

Conclusion. Past efforts of the modernization program

have expressed token interest in the area of non-physical

modernization and management. However, changes in the

new application promise strong consideration of this

element. The implications involved in the joint effort

of capital improvements and tenant participation are

many. First, it will promote greater communication



UIA's and tenants. The new application requires the

housing authorities' recognition of the Rules and

Regulations promulgated May, 1976. In addition,

tenant sign-off is a basic requirement for completion

of the application. The modernization program is

beginning to focus attention on related management

and tenant problems through the Management Improve-

ment Plan. This will deal with management issues

related to the physical improvements being addressed,

(e.g. a maintenance plan for a new boiler system,

or a security plan with new locks and exterior

lighting).

4) Issue. What is the significance in having an inde-

pendent assessment of the physical conditions?

Conclusion. By means of the WFEM report, the Depart-

ment of Community Affairs now has at its disposal an

assessment of all its Chapter 200 projects. Through

the data provided, DCA can determine those housing

authorities in greatest need and focua attention on

them. It will provide the Department with cost

estimates for each item needing rehabilitation and

replacement as well as estimates of the need for

annual routine maintenance expenditures. It will

aid in developing program priorities and strategies

for the future based on the data collected in con-



junction with the DCA's goals and policies. The

fact that it is an independent survey aids the DCA

in making priority work item decisions without bias.

5) Issue. To what extent is it important for DCA to

target extensive work on a few chosen projects by

means of concentrated funding rather than spreading

out the monies to many?

Conclusion. The number of projects chosen will be

small due to the budgeted amount of funding. It

was determined that a small number of projects

with large funding will show marked improvement

with this concentration. On the other hand, if

the funding was allocated to more projects the

results would be less dramatic.

6) Issue. Reducing utility costs is a major DCA

objective, ans is part of the state's overall energy

policy. Howshould the Modernization budget respond

to this priority?

Conclusion. The Office of Planning and Program

Development, a division of the DCA is responsible

for computerizing and developing energy and land use

policy, has determined that money may be available

from the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) to meet

the costs (in part) of implementing an energy policy

in public housing. In response to this opportunity

OPPD has requested that $500,000 be set aside. from



the Modernization bill to fund DCA's share of the

FEA program. Further energy-related improvements

may be possible among LILA's cooperatively, since

heating system replacement and insulation of struc-

tures were items of significant need uncovered

during the WFEM Chapter 200 physical inspection.

Presently the Modernization staff itself is undergoing a meta-

morphisis. The change will be from a non-descript staff of four

to a Bureau of Modernization with a growing staff to meet the

increasing responsibilities. Prime mover in this effort is

William G. Flynn, Secretary of Communities and Development. His

recognition of the program and its future implications aided the

Bureau in setting its new policies and expectations.

Modernization will join with the Bureau of. Construction and

act as a unit. It is felt that this alliance will have the

Construction staff readily accessible to the Modernization staff. 48

The Bureau of Construction conducts field visits to projects

undergoing Modernization to determine the progress and quality of

the work done.

The Bureau of Modernization irs faced with many challenges, both

old and new. The $50 million bond authorization will aid in the

continuance of renovation and rehabilitation of state-aided public

housing. However, the innovations made by means of the new applica-

tion are hoped to encourage constant improvements in the state pro-

jects as well as the program itself.

4 8Interview with Edmund Mangini, 29 April, 1977.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

MODERNIZATION PROCESS

A. Application Process

1. The local housing authority (LHA) contacts every tenant
living in State-aided housing and informs tenant of
an open meeting scheduled to discuss the State Modernization
Program.

2. A tenant organization (TO) is formed and elects official
representatives. The TO may be formed for each project
or may be city-wide. This may have already occured,
or may take place at this first or subsequent meeting.

3. The LHA and TO representatives meet to discuss all items
which should be requested under modernization, and the
order of their priority.

4. Once agreement has been reached in step #3, a modernization
application is prepared by the LHA, with tenants approval,
on appropriate DCA form (Exhibit A), and submitted to the
Department. This application must be submitted with appro-
priate LHA and TO signatures. No applications will be
accepted without appropriate TO signature.

5. A representative of the Department then inspects the housing
development and evaluates critical need for work requested
(Exhibit B).

6. After reviewing, approving or rejecting modernization
items, DCA sends out Modernization Contract to LHA. This
contract specifies the total grant under the particular
phase and the approved modernization items (Exhibit C).

7. The LHA executes the contract and returns it to DCA.

8. DCA reviews the contract and it is.signed by the Administrator,
Division of Community Development.

9. The contract is sent to the Attorney General for his
review and approval.

10. DCA authorized the Comptroller to encumber the grant amount
in the name of the LHA. This, in effect, is a checking
account which the LHA may use for authorized modernization
work (Exhibit D).

11. The LHA may now proceed to initiate the modernization work.



B. Routine Procedures

1. If the modernization work is estimated to cost less than
$2,000 the LHA solicites three bids over the telephone;
bids must later be submitted in writing (Exhibit E).

(Temporary in-force labor may also be used - Labor Industries
approved wage rates must be used for all trades.)

2. Items estimated to cost over $2,000 must be put out
for public bid.

3. DCA reviews bid documents and make any necessary changes
(Exhibit G).

4. DCA authorizes LHA to advertise for bids (Exhibit H).

5. LHA awards bid and executes contract with low bidder. If
the LHA board votes to award the contract to a contractor
other than the low bidder, the LHA must submit a written
explanation to DCA stating the reasons for doing so.

6. DCA reviews and approves the contract; notifies LHA.
(Exhibit J); and notifies Comptroller to process payment
request (Exhibit K).

7. Comptroller forwards payment to LHA.

8. Modernization staff notifies Construction Bureau of
Contract approval for appropriate field inspections
of work in progress (Exhibit L).

9. LHA -notifies contractor to proceed with the work.

10. DCA inspector reviews work in progress (Exhibit M).

11. When the contractor completes the work, he forwards a
certificate of completion and release to LHA.

12. LHA requests a final inspection by DCA.

13. DCA performs final inspection (Exhibit H); approves
certificate of completion; and authorizes LHA to make
final payment to contractor.



:C MA:NT\LTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMM7UNITIES AND DEVELOPMENT

LICATION FOR MODERNIZATION FU"DS (PART II) NAME OF HOUSING AUTHORITY DATE PAGE OF

-se list the items needing replacements or repair as follos

- -iect Name Items and Work Recommended
.

No. of Units Year When T~±11 operating Reserve
No. of Units

Affected
Year When
Improvement
Recormended -. . . .

7Vill Operating Reserve
Or Outside Subsidy
Pay For Cost.... men.e



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMMUNITIES- AND DEVELOPMENT
FCRN DCA (B), REVISED 9/1/75
APPLICATION FOR MODERNIZATION FUNDS (PART I) PACE OF

(Please type or print clearly Characteristics of Project (Please complete a
name of housing authority (LHA) separate form for each Project)
Address of LRA Project Number: Year Built:
Executive Director Project Address:

Signature of Exec. Dir.
Representative of Tenants Org.
Signature of Rep. of T.O.
Request Approved By:

Date
(Signatire for LHA) (Title)

No. of Bldgs. in
Project

1-Storey ._
2-Storey
3-Storey
4 or more
Storey

Total

No. of Units in
Project

Occupied Vacant Tdtal

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

4 Bedroom

5 Bedroom__

Total

Project Work Items Described in Detail No. of Units Estimated Operating Modernization Funds Modlficaticns 'ctual
Number Affected Cost Reserves Fuis Approvedl Request -ost

...... Available Requested

i~i
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APPENDIX B

APPROVED FUNDS FOR MOD-CIP FY'77 BY WORK ITEM

ROOFING PLUMBING
GUTTERS DRAINAGE
DO(WNSPOU1TS SE~WERAGE ELECRICAL KITCHENS IBATHS

15 SC 000 87 900

IWINDOWS SECURITY
EXTERIOR
WORK HEATING BASEMENTS I FEES

ELECTRICAL 04EATING,_ ,

Agawam........
Arlington.....
Barnstable....
Boston........
Brockton......
Cambridge.....
Chelsea.......
Clinton.......
Easthampton...
Fall River....
Gardner.......
Gloucester....
Holyoke.......
Lawrence......
Lowell........
Malden........
Medford.......
Methuen.......
Natick........
Needham.......
New Bedford..~.
No. Andover...
Northampton...
Peabody.......
Somerville....
Springfield...
Waltham.......
Watertown.....
Webster.......
W. Springfield
Woburn........
Worcester.....
Sub-Total
+Appeals

........ 1.26,000.......
.14,500....
..........
.........
..22,200....
..60,000....
............
.13,100....
...........
............
............
.14,000....
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
. 11,875 ....
...........
...........
... *........
...........
...........
...........
...........
.60,000 ....
. 35,000 ....
...........
...........
...........
..16,500 ....
107,450 ....
354,625
I-0-

..... I.......

..16,000....

.... .. .....
.11,500....

............

............
........................
............
............
.. ......00....
....--......

............
.............
.........00....
.. 11,500....
............
............ 1
............
............
............

.. 88,600 ....

............

..-.........

............

.............

... 5,300 ....

............
252,800

.............

.68,000 ......

.......-.......

..............

..'...........

.. .5 0 .. ..

.............

........... .

........--...

.............

.............

.............

....---......

..............

..............

...........--.

..3,000 ......

.............

.............
205,200 ......
.. 9,400 ......
.............
.............
.............

..........

...67,000 ..

...........

..........

..........

........ a..
-----......

..........-.

I...........
...........
--....---...
...--.....-.
...........

...........
--........
.--..--....
..........
.----.....
..........
..........
..........
..........

..14,500................
. . ..........

376,100
-0-

67,000
89, 000

......---.

.........
..........
-. -- - -.

.........
----...--.
.........
.....----.

.........

........-.

.........

.--......

.........
----.....
----..---.
.........
.........
.........
--.-......

...------.
27,900 ...
.........
27,900
60,000

........

........

........

.-------.

..--....

... ...--

... 5,500 .

........ I

.........

........

...--...

.-.80,000

........

.........

85,500
30,000

..........

..........

.....----.

----......
..........

---------

--- -.. --
.......---.

..........
-.........

..........

..... 7,500

.... 25,500

-....---.
.12,600.1

........

..12,000.

--.8,700 .
........

-30,000.

..8,375.

........

--------

........

........

.........

........

33,000 11,675 391,825
- -0- -0- 59,240

...000..............
-.4,000...
--------...

.......---

.79,000...

..........

........-
-.16,400 ...

S..........
-.40,000---.

-.34,00(4...
40,000---.
.7,500 ...
..9,000 ...

-- 6,700 ...
- 12,000 ...

. 22,000 ...

..........

.40,000 ...
.9,000..

.27,000..
8........-

..42,825 ..
-0-
-0-

33.C000 11.675 I451.065

HANDICAPPED

----------.--------------
........... ..............

.......*..................

.......... ..... 7,000....

.......... ...-..........
-.---------. .-------------
......... ; ..............

-.---------.-.------.. '.-.
.. ..--- .............

.......... ..............

..... '..... .............-

.......... .............-

----------. --------------
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PHASE V $
LHA
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32,300
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..............
..............
..............
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PHASE V $
LHA
667

Arlington.......
Bourne..........

Burlington......
Chelsea.........

Dartmouth.......

Easthampton.....
Gardner.........

Ipswich.........

Ludlow...*.......

Malden..........

Mendon..........

Methuen.........

Millis..........
Northbridge....

Oxford..........

Peabody.........

Somerville......
Woburn...........

ROOFING

GUTTERS

DOWNSPOUTS

....14,000....

.... 10,100....

..............

....14,000....

..............

..............

..... 8,000 ....

....10,000....

....14,000....

..............

..............

..... 3,000....

....10.030....

..............

.... 10,000 ....

..............

..............

PLUMBING

DRAINAGE

SEWERAGE ELECTRICAL i KITCHENS IBATHS WINDOWS I'SECURITY

..........

..........

..........

..........
.7,000..

..........

... 4,800..

...........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..... o.....
..........

EXTERIOR

WORK

.15,000.

.. 2,200.

.10,000.

. .2,000.

.. 2,500.

,..3,500.

.11,000.

HEATING I BASEMENTSiFEES

.5,000..
.18,000..

..........

.. .. .. .. . .

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

...........

..........

..........

..........

.....-......
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...............
, ..............
. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

..............
...............
........... r ...
...............

...............

...............

...............

...............

...... 24,640 ...
..............
..... '...-.....

..............

Sub-Total 93,100 -0- -0- - 0- -0- -0- 11,800 46,200 23,000 -0- -0- 24,640
+Appeals -0- -0 - -0--0- -0- -0- 7,210 -0- -0- -0-
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93,100 _I -o 24,6401-0--0-11,800. 146,200 130,210
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APPENDIX C

APPEAL PROCESS

PHASE V MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

In order to respond to unusual local circumstances and critical priorities
not covered by the guidelines under which Phase V funds have been allocated, an
appeals procedure has been established by the Department. The details of the
appeals procedure are as follows:

A. Grounds for Appeal

1. Where LHA's or LTO's believe that certain items not approved for Phase
V funds are more important in eliminating major violations of the san-
itary code or major building deficiencies than those items actually
selected by the Department; or

2. Where LHA's or LTO's believe that special consideration should be given
to work which was begun, or which was approved, in an earlier phase,
where the work is part of an established plan or modernization applica-
tion; or

3. Where the LHA's or LTO's feel the Phase V allocation is insufficient to
fund priorities approved by the Department; or

4. Where LHA's or LTO's believe that consideration should-be given to a
work item previously approved by DCA but which has been repeatedly de-
ferred by circumstances beyond the control of the LHA, e.g. the occur-
rance of emergency work, or overruns from other portions of prior appli-
cations. The deferred work will not be approved at the expense of work
on a major code violation or building deficiency.

The Department points out that because- Phase V funds are extremely limited,
only appeals of unusual merit have a likelihood of being -granted.

B. Procedures

1. The LHA/LTO will have three weeks from the date of the enclosed letter
to appeal.

2. The Department will schedule mee'tings between LHA/LTO representatives
and a DCA review committee to discuss the appeal. Both LHA and LTO are
invited to attend. Meetings will be scheduled during the first two weeks
of September. The DCA will notify both the LHA and LTO of the time and
place of the appeal meeting.

3. The Appeals Committee will include:

Director of Modernization and Development
Director of Housing Management and Tenant Services
Modernization Coordinator

In addition, at the request of the Modernization Advisory Committee,
the appeals process will include in an advisory capacity, three represen-
tatives from the Modernization Advisory Committee. DCA staff participa-
tion will also occur from construction and architectural services and



from the appropriate management field representative.

4. Decisions concerning the appeal requests will be made for all LHA's re-
ceiving Phase V funds.at the completion of.all scheduled appeals meetings
in the latter part of September.

C. Documentation

1. Form of Appeal: Submit a letter to DCA, stating the nature of the appeal
grounds (from part A above) and describing in simple, brief terms the
circumstances surrounding the appeal.

2. The following information will greatly facilitate the Department's re-
view and is requested, although not required, for consideration:

a) Priority change based on greater need: Submit evidence of greater
need. Describe situation, estimate cost of improvement, include
evaluation from architect, engineer or local inspector.

b) Priority change based on work in progress: Submit written evidence
that the DCA recognized the work begun in an earlier Phase was to
continue in Phase V. Examples of this would be prior correspondence
between LHA and DCA, or a Phase IV application indicating work which
was approved was to continue in the next year. In addition, the LHA/
LTO must be prepared to show that in continuing the work begun on an
earlier phase other serious work priorities are not being unreason-
ably postponed.

c) Insufficient budget: Submit evidence that Phase V allocation is in-
sufficient'to fund priorities approved by the Department.

d) Repeated deferral: Submit evidence where work items submitted in
previous modernization applications has been repeatedly deferred by
circumstances beyond the control of the LHA such as emergency work
or overruns from other priorities. The deferred work will not be
approved at the expense of work on a major code violation or build-
ing deficiency.
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APpMNIX D

CHAPTER 200 HOUSING MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

EXPLANATION OF LHA AND PROJECT INSPECTION INFORMATION

Enclosed is the LHA and project-level information gathered from the
Chapter 200 housing inspection conducted for purposes of the Modernization
Program. For each Chapter 200 project, there are several tables and lists
of information about the existing conditions. This information is.to be
used by your Authority and tenant organization in planning for your Moderni-
zation Programs for 1977 - 1978 as well as for longer range improvements.

The inspection survey is intended to supplement existing information
and serve as another aid in planning for capita.l improvements over the next
five years. It is not meant to replace your normal planning process. You
may find that your records and experience contain more detailed and therefore
more accurate information on a specific item than the inspection results.
Therefore, the Department expects that your Modernization Program will include
experience and the inspection results.

As you know, the inspection information was gathered by regional teams
of experienced architects and engineers with the active assistance of housing
authority staff and tenants. At each project a team of five architects and
engineers met at least twice with both tenants and authority represen.tatives
of the project to discuss problems and help select the sample of buildings
and apartments to be inspected. The enclosed information is a result of the
meetings and physical inspection conducted at that time.

There are eight different sets of information provided for each project
(some projects only have seven). These are as follows:

1. Project Inspection Summary

2. Cost Related to Major Work Items

3. Costs Related to Need

4. Costs Related to Causes

5. Special Problem Detail (not includ.ed for every project)

6. Annual Energy Savings Related to Specific Work Items

7. Deferred Maintenance Factors

8. Inspection Detail.

Each of these sets of data describes the conditions of your project in a
slightly different way. An explanation of each of the sets of data follows:



2

1. Project Tnspection'Summry This 3 page form briefly lists the most

extensive physical problems in the project. It also tells whether

the work, in the jiidgement of the inspection team, should be done

now (i.e. within one year), or can be deferred for LATER (i.e. 2-5

years). Also, there are comments on energy related problems, mainten-

ance problems and other general comments where appropriate.

2. Costs Related to Major Work Items: This table gives a summary of the

costs for all improvements found to be necessary by the inspection team.

This information is divided into 22 Major Work categories (A thru V).

Each of the 22 Major Work categories is composed of specific building

and apartment needs which the inspection teams actually examined. These

building and apartment needs are listed by each Major Work category in

the report entitled Inspection Detail (see paragraph 7 below). The

Major Work Item table therefore is a summary of the Inspection Detail.

The table is divided into the costs (in dollars) for work to be done

NOW (within one year) and LATER- (within 2-5 years).

3. Costs Related to Needs: The information given here is divided into four

categories. The "Health and Safety" category consists p-rimarily of sani-

tary code related problems, but also includes costs to correct other items

which pose a clear and present danger to-the health and safety of the

tenants who live there. "Secuiity" and "Energy" are self explanatory.

"O.ther" means the cost to correct problems which do not fall into the

Health and Safety, Security, or Energy categories, but which should be

corrected as a matter of prudent real-estate management. The identifica-

tion code given on this table (H,S,E, and 0) is the same code used in the

Inspection Detail Report to describe the need category for each building

and apartment item. The project Entitlement amounts were based on the

total costs needed NOW in the Health and Safety category.

4. Costs Related to Causes: There are three cause categories used in the

inspection and they are defined as follows:

a. Deterioration: This is by far the largest category in every project,

and represents normal wear and tear. State-wide, this category re-

flects over 70% of the problems identified by the inspection. This

result implies that most of the problems faced in Chapter 200 housing

today are a result of age. If obsolescence is viewed as just.another

age-related problem, then over 90% of the problems in Chapter 200.

projects is due largely to the fact that the housing stock is 25-30

years old.
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b. Obsolescence: This m'eans any item or system which does not
meet reasonable current standards-of-living, or project
management. This includes such items as upgrading of elec-
trical systems and plumbing systems where increases in usage
and changing standards required it.

c. Damage: No attempt was made to determine how the damage was
made, to assess blame, or to explain why the damage occurred.
This simply consists of the cost of property which the inspec-
tion team witnessed to be in a damaged state. The Department
leaves it to the local community to make the appropriate assess-
ment. This category was usually very small (less than 10%).

5. Special Problem Detail: Only some projects receive this report which
contains special situations not sufficiently covered in other parts of
the inspection. It includes problems such as elevators, incinerators,.
and structural repairs. The note numbers indicated in the last column
refer to comments made by the inspecting team. They appear only on the raw
data forms on file at DCA. To determine what the note says, you are
welcome to visit the Department and examine the material from the actual
inspection forms containing the notes.

6. Annual Energy Savings Related Specific 'Work Items: Of the 265 different
items which the inspection teams examined at each project, 14 were related
to potential energy savings. These savings were then compared to the cost
of making the improvement to determine the "energy impact". The "energy
impact" is the number of years of savings in operating costs needed to equal
the cost of making the improvement.- Therefore, the lower the number'the
more it pays to make the improvements indicated.

7.. Deferred Maintenance Factor: This chart gives an-indication of the backlog
of maintenance (i.e. capital improvement work) which has accumulated over
the years. It is divided into six work categories. For each category
there is given a rating indicating its general condition. There are only
three ratings of condition: good (0.1), fair (0.4) and poor (0.7). The
rating is related to the amount of capital improvements required in each
category and this comparison is expressed as the deferred maintenance
factor. In general, the deferred maintenance factor shows which of the
six capital improvement categories is most in need of attention.

8. Inspection Detail: For each of the 265 items listed in this report you
can determine the extent of the repair or replacement (in terms of the
quantities in which it was measured), and the cost to make the. improvement
NOW and LATER. The abbreviations used for the measurements (Major Units
and Minor Units) are as follows:
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SY'= Square Yards
LF = Linear Feet
SF = Square' Feet
LS = Lump sum cost of improvement
EA = Each item
CY = Cubic yards
SQ = Roofing squares
DU = Dwelling unit or apartment
FL = Floors

OPNG = Openings

The report also classifies the need for the item (H = Realth.and Safety,
S Security, E = Energy, and 0 = Other). Each inspection item may contain
multiple listings of the NEED code according to the number of problems found
by the inspection team during their survey. Frequently, one sinspection team
reflects two or three types of need.

Each time the inspection team entered a descriptive comment on the original
data sheet, it is noted in the NOTE-column of the Inspection Detail. There is
only one copy of the original data sheet and it is being kept on file at DCA.
Tenants and authority staff are welcome to examine these records. The volume
of this data made it impractical to duplicate and distribute-the material to
all projects across the state.

The information gathered by the inspection teams was extensive. Over thirty
architects and engineers surveyed a sampling of almost 15,000 apartments and
3,OOQ buildings in every one of the 124 Chapter 200 family projects across the
state for a period of about one month. The inspectors spent an average of 5
man-days at each project (i.e. 5 persons fQr one day). After the inspections
were completed almost 100,000 record -cards were punched to feed this data into
computers for processing.

To minimize the inaccuracies in the results of the survey the inspection
team worked with the Department to eliminate typographical errors, computer pro-
blems, and instances in which the data was not recorded correctly on the in-
spection forms. In spite of all this care there is bound to be a few errors
remaining in the information we are transmitting. Should you find any, the
Department would appreciate it if you record the location of the error on a
copy of the enclosed form and describe the problem. The Department will then
review your comments and make the appropriate corrections. Your cooperation
in this matter will be greatly appreciated.
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REPORT OF POSSIBLE INSPECTION ERROR

LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITY

PROJECT NAME AND NUBER

IDENTIFICATION OF REPORT

LOCATION OF ERROR: LINE

COLUMN

Please Describe below the nature of the error you suspect:

Submitted by_

Title or Position

Organization Name___

Date



ATTACIMNT 1

PROJECT ENTITLEMENT

The. Department of Comunity Affairs is setting aside Entitlement funds under

the odernization and Renovation Loan Act of 1970, as amended in 1976. Given below.

is the amount of the project Entitlement for the next five (5) years and the

sum which is available for the 1977 application period. The funds available

for this application period cover improvements to be made during fiscal years

1977 and 1978.-

PROJECT

HOUSING AUTHORITY_

ENTITL1FtENT (5 year period)

AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEARS 1977-78
(through June 30, 1978)

200-3

Cambridge

$128,346.00

$65,057.00

The above Entitlement is conditioned upon the LIA's ability to meet the f

requirements:

1. Satisfactory completion of the 1977 Modernization application
in accordance with the appropriate instructions and the Rules
and Regulations of the Modernization Program promulgated in
1971.

2. Adoption of other Rules and Regulations of the Department per-
taining to a) lease provisions, b) tenant grievance procedures,
c) tenant participation, d) eligibility and e) tenant selection
and transfer.

3. Full implementation of the Rules and Regulations pertaining to
lease provisions and tenant grievance procedures.

4. Use of all excess operating reserves, or a commitment to expend
these reserves as part of the 1977 Modernization Program.

NOTE: Applications to receive funds in FY 1977 must be submitted by May 6, 1977

ollowing



CAMBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY

200-3
Walden Street (Lincoln Way)

84
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-. 'J.uemusw ut w Ab5iACHUSETTS DEPARTUlENT OF COMMUNITY AFPAIRS.10DERlJIZATION INSPECTIo0i CHAPTER 200 STATE-AIDED FAMILY HOUSING
SEPTEMBER 1976

PROJECT INSPECTION SUMMARY: Major Work Items 1
TOTALS SA:PLES GRESBLD.TYPE SPEC. BLDG. BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONBLDG. D.U. hBLDG. D.U 

FRAME SIDING RCOF

60 ,V 7 5:7N1 2Z

L REMARKS

K' 71A N/PA ff-VN rl.4'5 .~

WIN Qay/~~ ~
Es

z
H

.4
H

N /TO/BNT !G , 1w

: j-';:~. ~;iIu .YEA('Y L~i;CTr'; N
-. kATE W - YEA RQIS 2

6/r/ 1 - 200-



'OMMONWEALTH OF MA$SACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
.ODE-NZ TION; INSPECTION CHAPTER. 200 STATE-AIDED FA:1[LY HOUSING
;EPTEMBER 1976

PROJECT INSPECT1ON SUMMARY: Major Work Items -2
HEATING DOMESTIC HOT WATER ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

FUEL Tyd- CotJa.Mc ) PRIMARY SECONDARY D.U.

CXTENSIVE
L.ORK REQ.

MAJOR WORK ITEM REMARKS

N A

31-4

4r4

E3:

E4

LOLi

E)

H4

CA CQ~

1200



COMM-ONWTEALTH OF M!1SSACHUSiETTS DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION CHAPTER 200 STATE-AIDED FAMILY HOUSING
SEPTE:-BER 1976

PROJECT INSPECTION SUMMARY: Energy & Maintenance

ENE~RY -rCu czli p4C/i~ A: AJ7 10A/C A-A~~,; k)~'~
SU,.AIRY

MAINTENANCE
REPORT
SUMMARY

General Comments:

Stuoy S $e. oz4/ ca. COA m 'Pay§us Se1

4-of,

d~j2/7)-200*



COMMONWEALTH OF MAS$ACHUSETTS - DEPARTAENT OF CCFPUNITY AFFAIRS
-MO DERN IZAT-ION - IN SPECT10N-CHAPTER-20-ST ATE-AI 0ED-F AKI L-Y-HOUS-ING --

SEPTEMBER 1976

CITY/TOWN CAMBRIGE
REGION IV-0

NUPBER-CF-BUILDINGS 7
NUMBER CF DWELLING UNITS 60

CAMBRIDGE 20C-3
COSTS -RELATED-TO--NEEOS

-NOW -LATER TOTAL
IDENT NEED CLASSIFICATION TOTAL$ $/D.U. TCTAL$ $/D.U. TOTAL$ s/D.U.

1 - EAL-T-H-A ND -S-A FETY 2 -1-4 -7-A-3.-5.7- -----4A4.6 .- -- 7 2_ _3 9595 5 .59.9
S SECURITY 27387 456 400 7 27787 463
E ENERGY 3041 - 51 11408 190 14448 241
0__O 0 T-~ H -- R 4-R4 155 26 7533__ 476

88

CATE OF REPORT- 12/1C./76

0*

0

0

.0

0

.0

0

0

.0

0

0

.0



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERN 1ZAT-IONIN-NSP CfC-N -- CHAPTFR. -200.S.TATF.1 -Af F iY. lCUS f

SEPTEMBER 1976

CITY/TOWN CAMBRIDGE
REGION IV-8
NU-Ntn ROF-BUIDINGS 7
NUMBER CF DWELLING UNITS 60

CAMBRIDGE 200-3
CO S-T-S-A E LAEOT-AOR-OK..-

Nw -A-TE R TOTEA
MAJOR WORK ITEMS TOTAL$ $/O.U. TOTAL$ $/D.U. TOTAL$ $/D.U.

A I-T-EWORY4 4 73 Tn 7n78 137

BUILDING WORK tEXT)
R POOF&-4 --GU-T-T-ER -S A"3 n 7 7347 21A L1

C FOUNDAT IONS/S ID ING 5115 85 0 0 5115
0 WINDOWS + DOORS 51135 852 0 0 51135 852
E ST-A-IRS/IPORGHES - - - 62-5- - 94 0 0 57 04

BUILDING WORK (INT)
F-CNT-R-IES---V-ES-T-IBUL-E S 0 000 0
G CORRIDORS + STAIRS 0 0 0 0 0 0
H1 ATTICS + BASEMENTS 17539 292 20228 337 37766 629
I-MANAGMNT/MA INT-SPACE -85-6 - 4500 754805 a i".
J COMMUNITY SPACES 10 0 324 5 334 6

DW ELL-ING-UNI-T-WORK
K KITCHENS (INCL M/E) 54849 914 15299 255 70148 1169
L BATHS (INCL M/E) 37258 621. 19390 323 56648 944
M 0T-HER-ROOMS ?"1 C4 A70 5 8-6 70344 130
N OTHER MECH WORK 1612 27 8850 148 10462 174

0 EPE-C-I-t-PROPL0EM 0

MAJOR MECH/ELEC WORK
P HE4T--NG/-VENT4LAT-IN G 17 4 209375 140 70919 34
Q WATER/GAS SUP + DIST 105C.0 175 0 0 10500 175
R WASTE + SEWAGE 39CO 65 0-0 3900 65
S FIRE--P-ROTE-CTION 0 0 n 0
T ELECTRICAL SERVICE 11244 187 1651 28 12895 215
U EMERGENCY SYSTEM$ 0 0 0 0 0 0

V SPECIAL BUILDINGS 5802 97 0 0 5802 97

OTAL.S- 2.7.4 62 -457 8-L9204 72L0. 1 -4.6.67? 2. J779

SLTE-0?8
CATE OF REPORT- 12/10/76

89
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPART1ENT OF CCIFFUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERN-IZAT-0N-1N-SPEC-T1ON--CHAP-JE--2 00-STkTE.A4DED-F-A.LLY-HCU.S.LG

SEPTEMBER 1976

CITY/TOWN CAMBRICGE
REGION IV-8
NUMOER-CFBUIL-MDIMGS 7
NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS 60

CAMBRIDGE 200-3
TC OSFT-S.-RE LA TFD-TO CAUSF S

IDENT CAUSE CLA SSIFICATION TOTAL$ S/D.U.

nAMAGE 1198 19_

0 OBSOLESCENCE 89066 1484
W DETERIORATION 362756 6046

TOTALS 463722 7729

90-

CATE OF REPORT- 12/10/76
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
------ MODERN 1ZAT- ION-INSPECTION - -CHA PTER--200--STATE-A-DED--FAMI LY-HOUS-ING- -

SEP TEMBER 1976

CITY/TOWN CAMBRIDGE
REGION IV-B
NUMBER-OF--BUILDINGS------ 7
NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS 60

CAMBRIDGE 200-3
- ANNUAL-EN ERGY-SA-VI NG-S-RE- A-ED-TO-4PEGI-F-1-G-WORK--I-EMS

HEATING SYSTEM CTL BOILER PLANT
- FUEL--TYP--- GAS

AV, FUEL COST 2.500 ESTIMATED -
COST PER BTU .00000321

S TTOTAL TO CT At

LINE
ITEM-DESGRIPTION-

SAVED ANNUAL $ SAVED CONSTRUC- ENERGY
-QUAN TI TY- PER-UNI-T- TU.-SAVED---ANNUALY----T-ION-COST IMPACT

004 STORM WINDOWS 0 0 0 0 0 .000
07--NIT-STORM-DOORS - 0 f) 0.n000
H01 ATTIC INSULATION 22125 26880 594720000 1906 8408 4.411
H04 CRAWLSPACE INSULATION 0 0 0 0 0 .000
NO 1- S P A C E- H ERM US T-AT---- -- -. 0 0--
N04 RADIATOR STEAM TRAPS 0 0 0 0 0 .000
P03 SITE U.G. PIPE INSUL 4 IN. +SML 0 0 0 0 0 .000
P04-S-IT-E-U G.-P-IPE-CINSUL--5-IN-.-+LAR - - 0 - -- Oon
P09 BLDG HTG PIPE INSUL- 3 IN. + SMAL 0 0 0 0 0 .000
P10 BLDG HTG PIPE INSUL 4 INi + LARG 0 0 0 0 0 .000
PI1- BLOG-HOT-W A TER-Z ONE- VALVE S- - 19-- 1-300000 .43-7-50 000 - 1-.- 2-1:9-----5. 400
P13 BOILERS I CENTRALIZED STATIONS ) * 0 0 0 0 .000
P18 BOILER CHEMICAL WATER TREATMENT * 69000000 69000000 221 1500 6.783
Q08-4PE-INSUL AT-ION 0

DATE OF REPORT- 02/01/77

o

-91 '1
______________________________________________________________________



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMYUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION - CHAPTER 200 STATE AIDED FAMILY HOUSING

SEPTiE7IBER1976

CITY/TOWN CAMBRIDGE
REGION IV-8
NUMBER CF BUILDINGS 7
NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS 60

CAMBRIDGE 200-3
DEFERRED MAINTENANCE FACTOR

CATEGORY: RATINGS DEFERRED

RTNT*EN -ANC
FACTOR/CU

A S* . 0 575.651
8 BUILDINGS AND PUBLIC SPACES .40 729.345
C DWELLING UNITS INCLUDING MECH/ELEC WORK .40 1125.042
D HE AI 1NGAND V ENT7ILAT IN'G EXCL1UD ING DWELL ING UNI T 5-.40 111.542
E PLUMBING EXCLUDING DWELLING UNITS .40 96.000
F ELECTRICAL EXCLUDING DWELLING UNITS .40 80.461

TOTAL 2718.040
p

92

SITE-
.ATEOPF-REPOR

020
T--12/13/76

- -~



CAMBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY

200-3
Walden Street (Lincoln Way)



COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHU$ETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION - CHAPTER 200 STATE FAMILY HOUSING

INSPECTION DETAIL PROJECT CiAMrV.rtDGE 200-3

TOTAL . MAJOR
-ID---DESCRIPTION-

MINOR NOW LATER TOTAL
-- WUAN

-A- ---SITEWORK------
A01 ROADS + PARKING AREAS 3000 SY SY 4665 4750 9415 HH

l A02 WALKS/PLAYGROUNDS/PAVED AREAS 1750 SY SY 9490 6985 16475 HH
- A03-FE NCE S - -40--LP LF- - -.- .- 400 - 4n00 S
A04 RETAINING WALLS + RAILS 20 SF LF 0 378 378 H.
A05 LANDSCAPING 24000 LS LS 0 24000 24000 H

-A06,-BENCHES--+--PLAYGROUND--EQU.IPMENT 3200-- - ?n ?0-L
A07 LAUNDRY DRYING AREA + EQUIPMENT 30 EA EA 0' 1500 1500 H
A08 GARBAGE/TRASH STORAGE + CONTAINMENT 21 EA EA 0 1260 1260 H I

-- A09 -- STORM PANHOLES-+ -CAT CHBASINS-- ?.. S-.--LS 5200 0 5200--
- A10 SANITARY PANHOLES 0 LS LS 0 0 0
All SITE GRADING + DRAINAGE 250 CY CY 8750, 0 8750- H 2

B ROOFS + GUTTERS
-801-ASPHALT-SHINGLES---

802 GUTTERS + DOWNSPOUTS
804 BUILT-UP ROOFING/FLASHING/INSULAT.ION

-308---SQ-----SQ . --
285 LF

8 SQ
LF
SQ

863 180
0 1875

1043 HHHH
1875 H

C FOUNDATIONS/SIDING
-Coi--EXPOSED FOUNDATIONS-
C02 AREAWAYS
C03 MASONRY + BRICK WALLS.

-COS-TRIF

-75--LF---SF 638
0 EA TREAD 0

435 SF SF 3653
-750.--LF L, 25

-D--WINDOWS +-DOCORS----.
D01 WINDOWS 540 EA
002 BASEMENT WINDOWS + AREAWAYS 86 EA

-003-BASEMENT-WINDOW-SECURITY 86-EA
D04 -STORM WINDOWS 0 EA

0 D06 UNIT ENTRANCE DOORS 120 EA
-007-UNIT- STOR-DOORS-----0 EA

21600
2760
C' IV

0
21600

21600 HH
2760 HH
CS7 cC

0
21600

-E--STAI RS/PORCHES--
E01 PORCHES/PORTICOES + BALCONIES
E02 EXTERIOR STAIRS + HANDRAILS

H

C0

1875 L S
3750 LS

1875
3750

0 1875 H
0 3750 HH

ATTICS + BASEMENTS

01/31/77
93

NEED NO TE

110

0
3653

. 1

------------ T-Ui-TS UNl-lOT - TP

0 638 H
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION - CHAPTER 200 STATE FAMILY HOUSING

INSPECTION DETAIL

-ID--DESCRIPTION ---
H01 ATTIC INSULATION
H02 ATTIC VENTILATION
H06-B A SE VENT-WALLS
H07 BASEMENT FLOORS
H08 BASEMENT FINISHES

PROJECT- C6M2RR*GE 200-3

TOTAL MAJOR MINOR NOW LATER TOTAL
- QUANT---UN-TS-UNI-T-S--C-OST-----C--c-s GOS -

22125 SF SF 0 8408 8408
0 EA' EA 0 0 0

-- 267---LF-- SF------ -2-269--2269
32 LF SF 270 0 270

26820 LS LS 15000 11820 26820

I MANAGPNT/MAINT SPACE
100--PROVIDE--MANAGEMENT/MAINTENANE-SPA 4500-LS-L
101 FLOORS 385 LS IS
102 WALLS 0 SF Sl

-103--CEI Ll NGS 0-S_ - S_

104 TRIF 0 EA
105 STAIRS 0 EA E

-1 06-DOORS-+-HARDWARE--- -- EA

_J-- COMIJUNITY--SPAES -
J07 HEATING + VENTILATING
J08 PLUPBING

-J09--ELECTRIC-AL

385
0

385
0

v - V u
II0. 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

C LS LS 0 0 0
0 LS LS 0 0 0

-334-LS- LS- ------- 324 334 H

-K---KITCHENS--NCL-M/E)--
K01 FLOOR 45 EA EA 2765 265 3030 14HHHH
K02 WALLS 30 EA EA 2140 3920 6060 . HHHH
K03-CEILING 45-EA- E 4688-164- 6452--HHHHH
K04 TRI 25 EA EA 159 591 750 HHH
K05 WALL + BASE CABINETS 590 LF LF 29500 0 29500 HHHHH
K06-COUNTERTOP----- 29--295- LF-- LF- -- 6490 - 0 6490 fiHHH
K07 REFRIGERATOR 5 EA EA 2041 0 2041 E
K08 RANGE WITH OVEN 25 EA EA 1166 4334 5500 HHH

ik -K1-1--KI TCHEN -SINK-+--TRIM-- - 59-EA---- EA 5900 0 5900- HHPHI
K12 GAS RANGE PIPING HOOK UP 0 EA EA 0 0 0C K15 LIGHT FIXTURE + OUTLET BOX 0 EA EA 0 0 0

*- K16-LIGHT-SWITH-PLAT&--+-OUTLET-BOX 59 EA0 413 413HHH
K17 ELECT CONV OUTLET PLATE + OUTLET BOX 177 EA 0 1239 1239 HHFHHF
K18 15/20A 120V BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING 59 EA 0 1298 1298 HHHHH 3333

19-20A--120V-KI-TCHEN-APPLIANCE-0-IRCUIT- 59-EA- 0 147-5. 1-4-75-HHIHHI

L-- ATHS-(INC L- H/E)--

01/31/77

94

NEED

EEEEEE

HHHl
H
HHHHH

NO TE

1

o,,

F .uL

**aame

^ ^^
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION - CHAPTER 200 STATE FAMILY HOUSING

INSPECTION DETAIL PROJECT :Chh~bRIUGE 200-3

TOTAL MAJOR MINOR NOW LATER TOTAL NEED
-ID -DESCRIPTION- ----------- QUANT--UNITS---UNI-T-S---OST----COST-----COS-T

LOI FLOOR 39 EA EA 1149 686 1835 HHPH
L02 WALLS 59 EA EA 9599 4407 14006 HHHHHH

-L03-CEILING- 54- EAC-EA -7-249 980 8229-HHHHH
L04 TRIP 34 EA EA 212 1148 1360 OHH
L05 ACCESSORIES 4179 LS LS 4179 0 4179 HHHHH

-L07L- LAVATORY- -TRIM------------- - -- 9 -- -- EA -44250 45- HHHH-
L08 BATHTUB/SHOWER + TRIM 59 EA EA 5900 0 5900 HHHHHH

. L09 TOILET + TRIM 59 EA EA 4545 10045 14590 HHFHHH
-L10---LIGHT- FIXTURE-+-UTLET-- BOX- -. . ---E A - A 0- 0

L11. LIGHT SWITCH PLATE + OUTLET BOX 59 EA 0 413 413 HHHHHH
L12 ELECT CONV OUTLET PLATE + OUTLET BOX 59 EA 0 413 413 HHHHHH

-L13-15/20 A -120V--BR ANCH- C IRCU IT -WIR-ING - - 59-----EA- - -1298 - 1298- HHHHHH

-- M -- OTHER -ROOMS.
M01 FLOORS 154 EA EA 4980 10370 15350 'HHHH
M02 WALLS 120 EA EA 6758 18620 25378 HHHH

-M03--CEILINGS- ---- 143-EA---EA 8412 5910- 14322.-HHHH-.
M04 TRIP 93 EA EA 1500 1287 2787 MH .
MOS STAIRS 30 EA EA 2576 0 2576 HHHH

-M06-DOORS-+--HARDWARE --- -88-- EA------EA- 3856 S3 1_52-.- 7008 -HHH-
M07 STORAGE + MILLWORK 0 LF LF 0 0 0
MOS LIGHT FIXTURE + OUTLET BOX 220 EA EA 0 3300 3300 HHHHHH

-M09--.LIGHT- SWITCH- PLAT E-4--OUT-LET-.OX- --- -408----.EA- 76 -27779. 7-2855-.HHHHHSH.

M10 ELECT CCNV OUTLET PLATE + OUTLET BOX
M11 15/20A'120V BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING

681 E A
0 EA

37 4732
0 0

4769
0

HHHHHFH

N OTHER PECH WORK
-NO1--SPACE- THERMOSTAT--- EA-EA

N03 RADIATORS + VALVES 0 EA EA
N05 CLOTHES DRYER VENT 59 EA EA

-N06-CLOTHES-WASHER-PLUMBING--CONNECTIONS 59-EA -EA.
N07 30A 220V CLOTHES DRYER ELECT CONN 29 EA 27
N08 30A 220V BRANCH CIRCUIT 29 EA 80

-N09-DOOOR--SIGNAL-- -- 07- EA- EA 5

-P---HEATING/VENTILATING-
P02 Sl.- UNDERGROUND DIST SYST 5 IN. + LARGER 0 LF EA

0 P04 SITE U.G. PIPE INSUL 5 IN. + LARGER 0 LF
P07---UILOINGHTG-PIPEDIST-3--IN *--+-SMALLER -. 9. LF.-LF

' n

0 2950
fl 00I

3
'4

2950 000000
C0RZ ̂ f% LLlu

273 PH
804 HH
"'j1 ceCe-

0 0 0 1
o 0 0 1
n.a n n

01/31/77

95

NOTE

11
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION CHAPTER 200 STATE FAMILY HOUSING

INSPECTION DETAIL PROJECT

TOTAL MA JOR MI NOR 'NOW LATER TOTAL
-ID -- DESCRIPTION -- -QUANT---UNI-TS--UNI---S-----C OST-T-COS-T-

P08 BLDG HTG PIPE DIST 4 IN. + LARGER 0 IF LF 0 0 0
P09 BLDG HTG PIPE INSUL 3 IN. + SMALLER 0. IF LF 0 0 0

-P1O--BLDG HTG PIPE-INSUL-4-IN.--+--LARGER- -0- - 0 0
P11 BLDG HOT WATER ZONE VALVES 19 EA EA 844 3375 4219
P13 BOILERS ( CENTRALIZED STATIONS )0 S LS 0 0 0

-P14---ORAFT SYSTEMS---BREECHING--FANS---- 500-LS-- S 0 - 500 - 500
P15 COMBUSTION AIR SYSTEMS 1000 LS LS 1000 0 1000
P16 HOT WATER + STEAM CONDENSATE PUMPS 1700 IS IS 1700 0 1700

-P17--80I LER- POLLUTION-MONITORING- EQUIPMENT -- -3000--U S D
P18 BOILER CHEMICAL WATER TREATMENT 15CC LS LS 0 1500 1500
P25 MISC HEATING HOT WATER EQUIPMENT 9000 IS 9000 0 9000

NEED ' NO TE

000
3

-0
E
H

F^

Q WATER/GAS SUP + DIST
-0O1--SITE DOCMESTIC--CW-DISTRIBUTION---- 0-LS
Q02 SITE D00FESTIC HW DISTRIBUTION 0 LS
005 LANDSCAPE YARD HYDRANTS/SILL COCKS 0 LS

-006--,DOMESTIC- WATER- SYS FOR -INDIV-UNI-TS - -0---- L S
007 CENTRAL H+CW BUILDING DISTRIBUTION 0 LF
008 PIPE INSULATION 0 LF

-Q09-BLDG -GAS DISTRIBUTION - -C--- LS
010 WATER PETERS . 0 LS
011 DOMESTIC WATER PUMPS 0 LS

-012---CENTRAL- HW- GENERAT ION 00------ -0 1 L S
013 CENTRAL BOILER WATER MAKE UP 0 LS
014 CROSS CONNECTION PREVENTION 0 LS

kS ) v_._ _ _-

LS 0
LS 0

-- LS 0
EA 0

0

0
0
0

LF 0 0 0
LS 0 0
LS 0
LS 0

-----LS 1-0500
LS 0
LS 0

0 0
0 0

R WASTE + SEWAGE
-RO--SITE UNDERGROUND- SAN WAST E--PIPING-SYS-- ------- L S-
RO4 SITE STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM 0 LS
R05 SUBSURFACE WATER DRAINAGE SYSTEM 3000 LS

-RO6-WASTE- SYSTEM--FOR-INDIVUNITS-- 0- S-
R11 SUMO PUMPS + CONTROLS 9C0 LS

- -- C L. - -___I
LS
LS -

0
3000

900

T ELECTRICAL SERVICE
T03 ELECTRIC SERVICE RISER - 0 LS LS 0

-TOS-WALL- FUNTED-AREA--FLOD--L-IGMT- - 4375-1. - --- 4375
TO7 PORCH/FRONT ENTRY STAIR LIGHT FIXTURE 5445 LS LS 5445
TO8 ELECTRIC SERVICE METERING/DIST -CENTER , 0 LS LS 0

-T09-ELECTRICAL--FEEERS-- ---------------- 0-LS.---LS 0

0
3000

0 900 -- H,

0
43TS
5445

0
At

4

H
FHH

01/31/77

96

A_--
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS - DEPARTMENT.OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS,
MODERNIZATION INSPECTION - CHAPTER 200 STATE FAMILY HOUSING

INSPECTICN DETAIL PROJECT 0MBRI DUE 200-3

TOTAL MAJOR MINOR NOW
PTI ON -QUANT----UN
LIGHTING + POWER PANELS 298 LS
LOAD CENTER OR PANEL 584 LS
FOR H+V-EQUIPMENT- 510 LS
FCR WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM ( INCL DHW ) 0 LS
FOR STORM + WASTE WATER SYSTEMS 0 LS
FIXTURE + OUTLET-1BOX--HOUSE----- 0 L-S
SWITCH/PLATE/OUTLET BOX + CONN - HOUSE 847 LS

T17 CONVENIENCE OUTLET/PLATE/BOX .+ CONN - FOUSE 28 LS,
-T19-120V ELECTRIFIED-EQUIPMENr-.CONNECT-IONS-HOUSE----O0--LS

T20 220V I OR 3 PHASE ELECT EQUIP CONN - HOUSE 0 LS
T21 15/20A 120V BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING - HOUSE 348 LS

-T22--30A/50A 220V I-OR-3 PHASE-BRANCH--CKT- --- HOUSE---460--LS
T25 UNDERGRCUND TELEPHONE SYSTEM 0 LS

LS,
-- Q ST-

0
584

LATER
LOS--

298
0

TOTAL
COST---

298
584
51 0 n

NEED

H
HHHHHH
u

NOTE

11
1111
33

LS 0 0 0
LS 0 0 0 22

0-_ _

LS
LS

---- LS
LS

840
0
0-
0
0

-0-
0

7
28
0
0;

348
460-

0

847
28
0
0

348
460

0

HHH
H

H
-H

V SPECIAL BUILDINGS
VO ROOFS + GUTTERS
V02-:-EXPOSED FOUNDATIONS/SIDING/-TRIM
V03 WINDOWS + DOORS
V06 ATTICS + BASEMENTS

-V07-FilNISHED-FLCORS-
V08 FINISHED WALLS
V09 F:INISHED CEILINGS

-VI 1-DOORS -HARDWARE-
V12 SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

27CC ' L
-500-- L

o L
802 L

0 L
0 L

S 2700 2700 H
S LS 500 0 00-H
S L S 0 0 0
S LS 802 0 802 H
S LI 0 0
S LS 0 0 0
S 0

0 LS LS

0
1800-H

0 -

97

-ID---DESCRI
T10 HOUSE
Til ELECT

-T12--POWER
T13 POWER
T14 POWER

-T15--LIGHT
T16 LIGHT

(

--

-L.

en 
a

0. 0% r.
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HOUSING AUTHORITY

Attleboro
Agawam
Amesbury
Andover
Arlington
Arlington
Barnstable
Bedford
Belmont
Beverly

Boston

Brockton

Brookline

Cambridge

Canton
Chelsea

Chicopee
Clinton
Dedham

Easthampton
Everett

Fall River

Fitchburg
Framingham

Franklin
Garnder

Gloucester
Graf ton
Creenfield

. - APPENDIX E
CHAPTER ALLOCATION

200- UNITS PER/UNIT

1
1,2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
10
11
12
1
2
1
2
1
2,E
3
4
5
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
3
1

-1
2
1
2
3
1
1
1

93
44
27
56

126
50

4.
12

100
76
40

972
72

648
258
202
288

354
252
504
132
124

50
177
114

69
309
60

228
46
26
70

128'
96

226
34
80
26
31

268
60
64

131
196
100
160
110

75
28
41
26

160
16
72

$2,291
2,131
1,265
1,266
2,123
1,205

203
1,033

194
742"
456

2,570
2,161
2,185

995
1,194
1,945
2,396
1,420
2,455
1,592
2,050
1,534
1,360
1,522
3,464
2,619
2,139
3,024
3,464
1,627
3,205

733
2,098
1,606

639
1,892
1,520
2,678

964
860

600
1,579
2,290
2,385

578
786

1,251
2,318
1,430

835
2,662
2,436

180

5-YEAR
ENTITLEMENT

$ .213,022
93,765
34,174
89,296
267,534
60,225

812
12,339
19,397
56,264
18,255

2,497,738
155,622

1,416,163
256,777
241,215
560,240
848,141
357,931

1,237,197
210,090
254,179
76,728

240,722
173,489
239,016
809,204
128,346
689,643
159,344
42,299

224,371
93,790

201,444
362,975
21,733

151,324
39,532
83,025

258,343
51,617
38,415

206,801
448,869
238,539
92,419
86,503
93,866
64,896
'58,625
23,714

425,993
38,973
12,999

1st ROUND AVAILABILITY

$ 107,979
47,528
17,323
45,263

135,611
30,527

411
6,254
9,832

28,519
9,253

1,037,772
63,359

588,725
108,301
101,196
233,101
352,071
148,712
513,062
86,640

128,841
38,893

122,020
87,785

120,942
410,179

65,057
349,574
80,628
21,441

113,732
47,541

102,110
183,9.89
11,016
76,705
20,038
42,084

130,952
26,164
19,472

104,826
227,528
120,913
46,486
43,848
47,580
32,895
29,716
12,020

215,932
19,755
6,589
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HOUSING AUTHORITY
CHAPTER

200 UNITS
ALLOCATION 5 - YEAR

PER/UNIT ENTITLEMENT 1st ROUND AVAILABILITY

Haverhill

Holyoke
Hull
Ipswich
Lawrence

Leominster
Lowell
Lynn

Malden

Mansfield
Marblehead

Mattapoisette
Medford
Methuen
Middleboro
Milford
Millbury
Montague
Nahant
Natick
Needham
New Bedford

Newburyport
Northampton
No. Andover
No. Attleboro
Norwood
Peabody

Pittsfield.
Plymouth
Qunicy
Revere
Salem

Somerville

Springfield

Stoneham

Stoughton
Swampscott

1
2

1
1
1

2

1
21

1

3

2
2
1

2

1
2
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

2'
1

1

2

2
1

36'
68

219
28
24

256
195
73

292
78
48

124
6
10
22
54
10

150
60
28
69
25'
30
14
52
80

100
150
80
42
80
24
20
75
68
24

126
40

400
286
32

136
216
240
200
196
136
48
24
26
36

$1,300
2.05

2,502
21

768
1,386
1,916

846
3,177
2,809
2,354
1,230
1,614

571
519
587
533

1,046
2,272
1,496

859
1,899

893
858

2,406
647
-9-52

1,448
965
745

1,606
1,850

956
1,231
2,756
2,402
2,118

609
1,622

715
2,311
2,268
1,325
1,620
3,218
1,707
1,876
1,147

936
1,442

582

46,819
13,964

548,017
583

18,433
354,952
373,664
61,799

927,725
219,115
112,985
152,517
154,980

5,712
11,425
31,686
5,331

156,935
136,318
41,893
59,285
47,479
26,786
12,009

125,096
51,744

. 95,187
217,262
77,236
31,280

128,524
44,407
19,118
92,343

187,428
57,660

266,848
12,187

648,845
204,389
73,961
308,412
286,170
388,847
643,560
334,640
255,144
55,070
22,470
37,501
20,946

$ 23,732
7,078

277,786
296

9,343
179,922
189,407
31,325

470,256
111,068
57,271
77,310
78,558
2,895
5,791

16,061
2,702

79,549
69,099
21,235
30,051
24,066
13,577
6,087

63,410
26,229
48,249

110,128
39,150
15,585
65,147
22,509
9,691

46,808
95,006
29,227

135,263
6,177

328,712
103,706
37,490

156,331
145,057
197,104
326,215
169,226
129,330
27,915
11,389
19,008
10,617
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HOUSING AUTHORITY

Taunton

Uxbridge
Waltham

Watertonw
Webster
Wellesley
Westborough
Westfield
W. Springfield
Weymouth
Winthrop
Woburn

Worcester

CHAPTER
200 UNITS

1
2
1
1
2
3
1,
1
1

1

1
1

1,2
1
1
2
3
1
2

102
40
22

140
100
32

228
30
90
14
62
90

208
73
68
60
48

204
390

ALLOCATION

PER/UNIT

2,298
.2, 998
2,594
1,469
1,633
1,051
3,880
3,199
1,240

448
1,685

861
1,576

619
2,082
2,062
1,399
1,626
1,747

5-YEAR
ENTITLEMENT

305,822.
119,916
57,076

205,684
163,308
33,641

656,686
95,974

111,639
6,271

104,454
77,515

327,937
45,168

141,600
123,750
67,156

331,669
681,543

lst ROUND AVAILABILITY

155,019
60,785
28,931

104,259
82,779
17,052

332,869
48,648
56,589
3,178

52,947
39,292

166,228
22,895
71,775
62,728
34,041

168,120
345,469

100
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APPENDIX F

CONVENTIONAL MODERNIZATION PROGRAM FOR STATE-AIDED PUBLIC HOUSING

(CHAPTER 694 MODERNIZATION AND RENOVATION LOAN ACT OF 1970)

.APPLICATION FOR MODERNIZATION FUNDS FY 1977-1978

PROJECT NAME & NUMBER

PROJECT ADDRESS

HOUSING AUTHORITY

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

SIGNATURES

CHAIRMAN

LTO PRESIDENT

DATE OF SUBMISSION

101

Issued: March 21, 1977
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PART I. ENDORSEMENTS AND CERTIFICATES

SECTION I (A): TRANSMITTAL LETTER FROM LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITY
(SAMPLE TEXT)

DATE

William G. Flynn, Secretary
Department of Community Affairs

100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Ma. 02202

ATTN: Administrator, Division of Community Development

Dear Secretary Flynn:

We hereby transmit our application for funds under the Modernization

program (Chapter 694 of the Acts of 1970) for the application period

covering Fiscal years 1977 and 1978. This application has been re-

viewed and approved by vote of the Board of Commissioners on

, and a certified copy of the minutes of that

Resolution is attached.

Sincerely yours,

Executive Director for the Authority

cc: Local Tenants Organization
Project Manager

103
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SECTION I (B): RESOLUTION OF BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

(SAMPLE TEXT)

WHEREAS, the Department of Community Affairs of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts has made available funds for improvements to

public housing under the Modernization and Renovation Loan

Act of 1970, as amended.

WHEREAS, the Housing Authority recognizes

the Tenant Organization as the group

duly authorized by the tenants of the project

(Project # ) to negotiate on all matters concerning the

Modernization Program.

WHEREAS, the Housing Authority and the

Tenant Organization have jointly agreed to make application for

Modernization funds for improvements as specified in the application

dated

THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED, that the Housing Authority

approves the application for Modernization funds dated

and authorizes the Executive Director to transmit said application to the

Department of Community Affairs for review and approval.

ATTEST:

SECRETARY TO THE BOARD DATE

SEAL

104
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SECTION I (D): CERTIFICATION OF HOUSING MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS

I. The Housing Authority certifies that

by vote of the Board it has adopted and accepted the Rules and

Regulations for the administration of state-aided public housing,

promulgated by the Department of Community Affairs under the

provisions of Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 121B, Section 29,

including but not limited to;

a. Regulations Prescribing Lease Provisions for Public Housing

Promulgated February 22, 1973, Amended May 5, 1976

b. Regulations for Tenant Grievance Procedures, Promulgated

February 22, 1973, Amended May 5, 1976

c. Regulations for Tenant Participation in the Administration

of Public Housing, Promulgated February 22, 1973,

Amended May 5, 1976

d. Regulations for Eligibility in State-Aided Public Housing,

Promulgated August 9, 1973, Amended May 5, 1976

e. Regulations Prescribing Standards and Procedures for Tenant

Selection and Tenant Transfer, Promulgated May 5, 1976

f. Regulations for the Determination of Rents for State-Aided
Low Rent Housing, Promulgated February 22, 1973

I hereby certify that the above information is true and correct

and based upon offical records of the authority of which a true

copy is attached.

ATTEST:

SECRETARY TO THE BOARD DATE

SEAL
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PART II - LHA AND PROJECT INFORMATION

SECTION II (A): HOUSING AUTHORITY PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

1) Administrative Staff

Staff Person-in-charge Mod.

Title_

Phone_

Is this person assigned
full-time to Modernization yes no

If no, what % of time

2) Technical Staff or Consultants (if known):

Architect

Firm

Address_

Phone

3) Other Personnel

PAGE of
LHA
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Appl. prepared by

Title

Duties

Phone

Engineer

Firm

Address

Phone

4) Does the LHA require full time modernization staff? yes_ no (see instructions)
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SECTION II (B): PROJECTION OF OPERATING RESERVES FOR CHAPTER 200 (667) PROGRAM

LHA Fiscal Year Cycle: FROM TO

Most Recent Quarterly Statement

1. Operating Reserve entered in most recent Operating Statement $

2. Prior Year surplus/deficit if not included in operating

reserve account of most recent quarterly statement +$

3. a) Subsidy to be received for prior Fiscal Year
(if applicable) as approved in Annual Operating Budget +$

b) Subsidy received this Fiscal Year (if applicable) -$

4. Accrual for Operating Reserve:

a) Quarterly Accrual rate: $
b) No. Quarters left in fiscal year
c) = Total accrualto operating reserve for remainder of

Fiscal Year +$

5. Other Income anticipated to be added to Operating Reserve

(eg. income from salvage, insurance claims, etc.)

ITEM AMOUNT DATE RECD.

6. Charges anticipated against Operating Reserve this year.

ITEM- AMOUNT CONTRACT DATE

7. Total Estimated Operating Reserves $

8. Prorated Operating Reserve for this project

a) Number apartments in this application
b) Total apartments in Chapter Program

c) Prorated Operating Reserve for this project $

9. Determination of Excess Reserves: 8c minus 8a X $400.00=

($400 x no. of units is max. reserve) $

Prepared by

Chairman Date
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INSTRUCTION FOR SECTION II (B)

PROJECTION OF OPERATING RESERVES FOR CHAPTER 200 (667) PROGRAM

Enter LHA fiscal year cycle and the date of the most recent quarterly
operating statement already submitted to DCA.

Item 1. Enter balance of the operating reserve as it appears on this
statement.

Item 2. If the prior year surplus or deficit has not been included in
this operating statement when submitted to DCA, enter the amount here.

Item 3(a) If applicable, add approved operating subsidy that has not
yet been received from previous fiscal year, and is due as of the date of the
operating statement above; or (b) subtract subsidy that has been received for this
fiscal year.

Item 4(a) State the amount of the quarterly accrual for operating reserve
(not to be entered in the calculation), (b) multiply by number of quarters left in
fiscal year, and (c) enter the amount to be accrued in operating reserves for the
remainder of this fiscal year.

Item 5. If applicable, enter any other income that will be credited to
your operating reserve during this fiscal year. State item, amount, and either
actual or estimated date received. Enter total amount.

Item 6. Enter anticipated charges against operating reserve for the
remainder of the fiscal year (same manner as 5).

Item 7. Enter sub-total of steps 1-6.
Item 8. Enter the total number of units as reported on the quarterly

operating statement in #1 above. In determining the pro-rated operating reserve,
divide the number of units in this project application by the total number of units
as stated in the quarterly operating statement and multiply this ratio by the total
operating reserve as estimated in #7 above. This figure will determine the amount
of the estimated operating reserve applicable to this project

Item 9. Calculation of Excess Operating Reserve. To be eligible for
Modernization funds, the LHA operating reserve can be no greater than $400 per
apartment. If the LHA does have a reserve in excess of this amount, then the
Entitlement funds available for this application period will be reduced by that
amount. However, if the LHA uses the excess reserve in its application for
Modernization funds, the Entitlement will not be reduced. Note that consideration
of excess operating reserves will not reduce the five-year Entitlement set-aside
but will reduce the amount which can be drawn in the current application period.
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SECTION II (C):

1. Project Manager

Name

Address

PAGE
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PROJECT

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS IN APPLICATION PROCESS

Phone

2. Local Tenant Organization

a) Name of LTO_

b) President

Address

Phone_

c) Modernization Rep.

Address

d) Indicate who is authorized to

Sign-Off:

President(from 2b)

Modernization Rep.
(from 2c)

e) Indicate which is Proper Mailing

Address

President(from 2b)

Modernization Rep.
(from 2c)

Phone

3. If no local tenant organization exists give name and address of temporary chairperson

and date of meeting when elected. (see instructions)

Name Phone

Address Number Attending

Date Elected:

4. Describe your modernization process and how your Authority and Tenants met the

requirements for tenant participation contained in Section 4A of the Rules and

Regulations of the Modernization and Renovation Loan Act of 1970, promulgated

on March 1, 1971.
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SECTION II (D): IMPLEMENTATION STATUS OF MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS

1. Lease

a. Have you received approval from the Department of Community Affairs
for a lease which meets the requirements of the Regulations
Prescribing Lease Provisions for Public Housing, as amended May 5, 1976.

yes_ (if no, attach explanation)

b. If yes, has the Department of Community Affairs approved lease been
executed by each tenant household ccupying a state-aided public
housing unit?

yes_ (if no, attach . explanation)

2. Grievance Procedure

a. Have you received approval from the Department of Community Affairs
for a grievance procedure which meets the requirements of the
Regulation for Tenant Grievance Procedures in Massachusetts, as
amended May 5, 1976.

yes (if no, attach explanation)

b. Is a properly constituted hearing panel functioning in accordance
with the approved grievance procedure? (if no, attach explanation)

3. Tenant Participation

a. Do you make available to the tenant organization representing the
tenants in this project the funds required by Section 6.2 of the
Regulations for Tenant Participation in the Administration of Public
Housing, as amended May 5, 1976.

yes (if no, attach explanation)

b. Is the LTO provided an opportunity at Board meetings to present
reports, request information, and voice communications,
as required by Section 11 of the Tenant Participation Regulations?

yes_ (if no, attach explanation)
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SECTION II (E): PROJECT INFORMATION

1. Project Composition and Vacancy Data for most recent Quarter Ending

Quarter
Ending

Max. Dwelling
Income*

Charges
to Tenants

Amount & %
Collected
AMT. %

*Maximum dwelling income=Total number of Dwe:
monthly rent x 3 months

Accounts Rec'd
End of Quarter
AMT. %

Charges Loss
This Period

.ling Units X average

111

BR. | of # of Units in # of Move Outs # of Units % of Vacant
Units in Possession During this Vacant at End Units to Total*

_ Quarter of Quarter # of Units

2 BR

3 BR

4 BR

5 BR

6 BR

TOTAL

Vacancy Data for Four Previous Quarter:

Quarter Ending # of Move Outs # of Units Vacant % of Vacant Units
this Quarter at End of Quarter to Total # Units

Rent Collections for most recent and four previous Quarters



MODERNIZATION A
PROJECT NAME
PROJECT ADDRESS

PPLICATION, SECTION III (A) PAGE of_- D
#200 #667 Nt

Nt

ATE 19
UMBER APARTMENTS_
UMBER BUILDINGS

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FIVE YEAR PLAN

HOUSING AUTtIORITY
.1

1. CAPITAL IMPKOVEMENT PLAN BUDGET PROJECT MANAGER (print)

5-YEAR ENTITLEMENT $ SIGNATURE DATE

LHA RESERVES $
OTHER SOURCES $ -.. ..LTO___ pESS.IDEN.T(rintj _ _ _ _

ANTICIPATED BONUS FUNDS $ (or designee)

TOTAL $ SIGNATURE DATE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DATE

-_2. WORK PROGRAM _ _

FUND SOURCES WORK NUMBER ChAP. 200 INSECTION DAT
WORK FISCA ESTIMATED ITEM APARTME JTS

RIORITY YEAR. WORK ITEMS COST - LHA OTHER QUANTITY AFFECTED NOW OR LATER D CODE

CONTINGENCY -------------- 0%.

ADMINISTRATION AND FEE----10% -

TOTAL -
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3. DEiSCRIBE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF PROJECT
PLEAS: SUDMIT PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PROJECT DEPICTING: A) GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE PROJECT AND B) AREAS THAT COVER WORK TO BE DONE BY

NODERNRIZATION. C) DESCRIBE THE CONDITIONS DEPICTED IN PHOTOGRAPHS.

4. EXPLANATION OF PRIORITIES AND "OTHER" FUNDING SOURCES (INCLUDE ENERGY SAVING APPROACHES) .

ESTIMATED ANNUAL
BTU SAVING

ESTIMATED SAVIWrS IN
AlpNUAL OPERATING BUDGET

TOTAL AMOUNT OF SAVING TO BE.
INVESTED TN CAPITAL IMPROVE'ENT

ENERGY BONUS FUNDS
EARNED FROM MOD.

5. PRcJECTED ENERGY SAVINGS

WOK ITEm



COMONWEALTH of MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFF!CE of COMMNITIES and DEVELOPMENT
MODENIZATION APPLICATION, SECTION III (B) PAGE of_

PROJECT NAME._ _ #200- . #667
PROJECT ADDRESS.

DATE 19

NUMBER APARTMENTS
NUMBER BUILDINGS

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1977-78

HOUSING AUTHORITY

1. TOTAL CIP BUDGET for FY 1977-78*
. A) ENTITLEMENT FUNDS AVAILABLE FY77-78 $
**B)+BONUS FUNDS EARNED (MAX. 20% of A) $

C) TOTAL M:ODERNIZATION REQUEST $
D) LHA. RESERVES $

**E) OTHER SOURCES $
F) TOTAL CIP BUDGET $

**TAKEN FROM SEC. III (D) (BONUS FUNDS APPLICATIONS)

WORK ITEM DESCRIPTION

I TOTAL FOR ALL WORK ITEMS

4. WORK
WORK ITEM BUDGET,

COST WORK FEES TOTAL

PROGRAM - -

b. SOURCE of FUNDS

OTHER C I MOD ILHA

11A

MOD.
FUNDS
APPROVED
-DCA USE- QUAN.

NUMBER INSPECTION DATA*
UNITS
AF'FECT. N:EsD
BLD/AP;3 CODE I ATER

2. ELIGIBILITY*
A) TOTAL HEALTH/SAFETY (MOD) $
B) TOTAL ALL WORK ITEMS(MOD)$_
(A) - (B)= % (>80%)

3. PAST PERFORMANCE RECORD
TOTAL MOD.- FUNDS FROM
PAST YEARS $

.TOTAL FUNDS USED BY LHA $_
% FUNDS USED _ _

PROJECT MANAGER (print)

SIGNATURE DATE

LTO PRESIDENT (print)
(or design-ee)
SIGNATURE DATE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE DATE

PORIT

P1RIORITY
77-1

77-2

'77-3

:77-4

77-5

___ i TOlAL ONLY HEALTH/SAFETY WORK -T x
T t* LICBL Ty Q CilPTER 67 IJLCAIN

/*

I



4.1

FEE. CODE: .N

A-ARCHITECT, ENGINEER
C-CLERK of WORKS
T-TENANT COORDINATOR
O-OTIEYR (SPECIFY)
L-LHA STAFF

NEED CODE: -

H1-H-EALT11 and SAFETY
S-SECURITY
E-ENERGY
0-0THER

6. TENANT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES: (DESCRIBE HOW AUTHORITY IS PROVIDING FOR TENANT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH MOD. FUNDS REQUESTED)t

OTEfR COMXMNTS:

SOURCE of FUNDS.CODES-

LHA
OR-OPERATING RESERVES
DS-DtBT SERVICE

(SPECIFY)_
(SPECIFY)___

OTHER

CD-COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
EM-EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE. PROGRAUM

(SPECIFY)
(SPECIFY)

5. TOTAL PROGRAM COST

a)- TOTAL FOR ALL WORK ITEMS $
b) FEES AND ADMIN.

TOTAL FEES $
MISC. ADMIN. $_
TOTAL FEES AND ADMIN. $
(MAX 10%)

c) CONTINGENCY . (10%) $
d) TOTAL PROGRAM COST $

-
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COMMONNEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMMUNITIES & DEV
MODERNIZATION APPLICATION, SECTION III (C) PAGE OF_''_

PROJECT NAME , #200 #667
PROJECT ADDRESS

ELOPMENT DATE 19

NUMBER APARTMENTS
NUMBER BUILDINGS

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FISCAL YEAR 1977-78

HOUSING AUTHORITY

DESCRIPTION OF MANAGEMENT PROBLEM OR NEED.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PLANNING PROCESS/TENANT PARTICIPATION.

PROJECT MANAGER (print)

SIGNATURE DATE

L TO P-RESIDENT-(-print)
(ordecsignce)

SIGNATURE DATE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SIGNATURE DAT E

3. STATEMENT OF MAJOR MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVE.

4. WORK PLAN & TASKS.

4a. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

.116
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SECTION III (C)

4b. WORK PLAlN

PAGE OF
LHA

EVALUATION OF WORK PLAN

5a.- EVALUATION CHART

TASK TASK Performance Measure Starting Point Desired Lcvel of Achievemet

1117

*T- TAS1S hv ntimber npnlrmed in 4b albovc



9.'.
I.

I I

V

C=OOD-,lEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMM2UNITIES &U'LPNT DATE 19 MANAGEMENT IMPROVEM1,ENT PLAN.
M.CDEICZATION APPLICATION, SECTION III (C) PAG OFISCAL YEAR 1977-78

PROJECT NAME #200- #667- NUMBER APARTMNTS
PROJECT ADDRESS NMBER BUILDING HOUSING AUTHORITY

Phone

Other Members-

0 1

51!. MOCNIT&OR-IN.G AND EVALUATION PROCESS

-Sc. EVALUATION GROUP.'

'Chairperson:-.

Name

Address-

(Chock Status)
HA LTQ Other (Describe)
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SECTION III (D) BO3CNUS FUNDS APPLICATION

1. Maximum- possible bonus is limited to 20% of the Entitlement.

Entitlement - $
x20% $

2. List. cash contributions to the Capital Improvement Plan from
other programs (attach bujdet detail for each prograri)

Program Nirn C aontribution

TOTAL $ -

3. List cash contributions to the Mangement Improve:aent Plan
from other programs. (attach budget detail for each program)

Proqrzm Na*e Contribution

TOTAL . $

4. Li.r:t operatircg budget conrt-ibutiorns to the
Plan resulIting from onergy sa'vings.

Modernization Lstimated Annual
Work Item Savings

Capital Improvement

CIP Contribution

TOTAL -

5. Calculatin of Birous irns rne

a. Cash C.nti-ibition! t' CIP tro.t. other prugrams

b. Cash Contril:utions to "iTP froc' other programs

c. Operating budge- t cntri.butions to CIP from
energy savings

d. T.cotal Contribut.ions, to Modcrnization Program

e. Bonus Funds Er-ned (Smaller of the following)

50% times (0) s $

Mlax imum honu, is $__

119
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$

$_______

$______
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE MODERNIZATION

PROGRAM APPLICATION FOR 1977 - 1978

INTRODUCTION

General Program Information. Funds are now available under the Modernization
Program for capital improvements in public housing. All state-aided public housing
under Chapter 200 and 667 is eligible for Modernization funds. However, a priority
is being given to Chapter 200 housing, since it is the oldest and most deteriorated
portion of the public housing stock.

Chapter 477 of the Acts of 1976 makes available $50 million of bonding authoriza-
tion over a five-year period for Modernization improvements. Thus, for the first
time there is a predictable amount of money for local authorities to plan capital
improvements over several years. To take full advantage of the planning efficiency
this allows, the Department of Community Affairs has created an Entitlement alloca-
tion system which is designed to pass to local authorities a known amount of funds
for each Chapter 200 project (based on its need) for the next five years. Each
housing authority and tenant organization will know how much they will receive if
the minimum application requirements and procedures are fulfilled.

The $50 million available for the next five years, although twice the sum
available for the past five years, is still short of the total need. Total capital
improvements required in public housing are estimated to be almost three times
this amount. Therefore, the Entitlement amounts are sufficient to cover only some
of the most pressing needs in each project. All allocations were determined using
the results of the Chapter 200 statewide inspection, and represent a fair share
distribution of the monies currently available. In addition, each project Entitle-
ment can be increased by as much as 20% by combining it with certain other grants
from local, state and federal governments.

Deadline for Applications. All applications should be submitted to the
Department by May 6, 1977 in order to receive funding during FY 1977. The Depart-
ment will begin reviewing applications immediately upon receipt and process funds
upon validating that all parts of the submittal are complete and satisfactory.
Applications not received by July 1, 1977 may result in loss of 25% of the 5-year
Entitlement amount due for that project. If applications are not received by
September 1, 1977, the Department will consider redistributing the 1977 - 1978
Entitlement funds based on competing needs. Please submit two copies of each project
application.

Modernization Rules and Regulations. Each application for Modernization funds
must be completed in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Modernization
and Renovation Loan Act of 1970, promulgated on March 16,1971.

Tenant Participation. The Modernization Rules and Regulations require that the
local tenant organization participate with the housing authority in determining work
priorities and other application content. The LTO must also approve the application
submission and have its representative sign-off on the application forms.

Management Regulations. The LHA is required by the contract for modernization
funds to adopt the Management Regulations, as amended May 5, 1976, pertaining to
lease provisions. grievance procedure, tenant participation, eligibility, tenant
selection and transfer (newly promulgated), and rent determination Regulation
promulgated Feburary 22, 1973. Certification that these Regulations have been
adopted is a requirement of eligibility for Modernization funds. The LHA
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must have a DCA approved lease and grievance procedure. The lease must be
executed with each tenant household, the grievance panel must be properly
constituted and functioning as required.

Application Deficiencies. No application will be processed unless it is
completed in full. Each authority and tenant organization will be notified within
two weeks of receipt of their application by DCA whether it is complete. Any
deficiencies will be specifically enumerated. Complete but substantively deficient
applications will not be approved. The Entitlement money, in these cases, will be
held in escrow for up to 60 days to allow the local authority and tenant organiza-
tion to correct the deficiencies. This procedure will also be employed for failure
to comply with basic requirements of the program such as tenant participation, or
lack of compliance with the Management Regulations of the Department. If the
deficiencies noted by the Department are not corrected within a 90 - day escrow
period, the project may lose 25% of its five year Entitlement amount.

The Chapter 200 Inspection Data. The Department recently transmitted the
project level results of the Chapter 200 inspection survey to all LHA's and LTO's
having Chapter 200 projects along with an explanation of how to use the data in
developing the Modernization application. The Department will use the inspection
results in evaluating the content of each Modernization application submitted.

State Sanitary Code. The law requires that the Department "give priority to
bringing existing state-aided public housing into compliance with the state sani-
tary code". The Chapter 200 state-wide inspection, therefore, gave special attention
to conditions covered by the State Sanitary Code and certain other situations which
endanger the health and safety of public housing tenants.

Each Modernization application submitted for Chapter 200 projects must have at
least 80% of its Modernization funds devoted to items described in the Chapter 200
inspection related to "Health and Safety" (see the "Inspection Detail" for
each project), or separately certified as work necessary to correct violations of the
State Sanitary Code.

Chapter 667 projects may receive funds only for correcting certified violations
of the State Sanitary Code and for situations causing an immediate danger to the
health and safety of the tenants.

Other Eligible Expenditures. Entitlement funds in the Modernization Program may
be designated only for capital improvements. Eligible expenses will also include
the technical fees and administrative costs necessary to conduct a capital improve-
ments program. The total fees and administrative costs may not exceed 10% of the
current year Modernization budget. Contingencies must also be provided for within
the LHA entitlement amount or its own program funds.

Appeal. An authority or tenant organization may appeal a decision of the
Department on funding for critically needed work or for reconsideration of an
application which is disapproved. Appeals for additional funds will be granted
only in cases of unusual merit related to the health and safety of tenants.
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Pilot Demonstration Program. The Department will circulate at a later date a
Request for Proposal for Modernization Funds for LHA's and LTO's to make concentrated
improvements to physical and related management conditions on a demonstration basis
in a small number of Chapter 200 projects. Special emphasis will be given to tenant
management proposals. However, LHA's and LTO's interested in the Pilot Demonstration
Program should apply now for Conventional Entitlement funds. Entitlement funds will
be released during 1977 on a limited basis to projects under consideration for the
Pilot program to insure that expenditure of these funds will be consistent with the
Pilot proposal, if accepted by the Department. Should the project subsequently be
designated as a Pilot project, the Entitlement funds will be supplemented with
additional funds from the Pilot program, and the two proposals will be combined.
The Department will announce the details of this program at a later date.

EXPLANATION OF THE APPLICATION FORMS

Composition of the Application. The application form is composed of three major
parts:

Part I: Endorsements and Certifications
Part II: LHA and Project Information
Part III: Modernization Work Program

Cover Page. The cover page is a simple introductory form for the application
packet. Please note that a separate application must be made for each project for
which funds are requested and must be signed by the LHA and LTO representatives.

Table of Contents. For convenience, a list of all the application components
is provided in checklist form for use by the applicants. All components must be
present in order for the application to be considered complete, including the letter
of endorsement from the LTO. Please use the checklist to prepare your application.

PART I: ENDORSEMENTS AND CERTIFICATIONS

Section I (A) LHA Transmittal Letter. Each application submission must have a
transmittal letter indicating that the Board of Commissioners has reviewed and
approved it. A sample text for this letter is included in the application packet.

Section I (B) Resolution of Board of Commissioners. A certified copy of the
minutes approving the application is also to be attached to the transmittal letter.
A sample text of the appropriate Resolution of approval is included in the applica-
tion packet. This resolution must contain the statement recognizing the tenant
organization participating in the application process. If no LTO exists then omit
the statement on recognition and substitute for the last Whereas statement the
following:

"WHEREAS, the Housing Authority met with the tenants
of the project (project # )
on , 1977 and jointly agreed to make applica-
tion for Modernization funds for improvements as specified in the
application dated

The above statement cannot be used as a substitute for recognition of an existing
organization, or can it be used in the case of competing LTO's.
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Section I (C) Letters of Endorsement from LTO. Each application must contain
a letter of endorsement from the appropriate local tenant organization which parti-
cipated in the application process. In each case where reference is made to an LTO
in this application, or to an LTO President, this should be interpreted as the
project tenant organization, or the project LTO President. In cases of a city-wide
tenant organization, the project tenants must be designated as the primary partici-
pant in the application process. If no LTO exists, then section 4A of the Moderni-
zation Rules and Regulations requires that the housing authority meet with the
tenants, explain the program, involve them in the preparation and review of the
application, and request a vote of approval. In this case, a temporary chairperson
must be elected for the purpose of signing off on the Modernization application and
other documents in the program requiring the LTO representative to sign.

Section I (D) Certification of Housing Management Regulations. The Housing
Authority must certify that it has adopted the Department's Rules and Regulations
for Public Housing Management in order to be eligible for Modernization funds. The
certification must be in the form specified in the application.

PART II: LHA AND PROJECT INFORMATION

Section II (A) Housing Authority Program Administration. This section of the
application is designed to- ascertain the staffing for execution of the Moderniza-
tion Program on a day-to-day basis. Local authorities with more than 1500 units
of State and Federal public housing combined may request supplemental funds to
cover the cost of a full time administrative staff. Such requests will be reviewed
on a case-by-case basis. Salaries for an administrative coordinator will be allowed
only if the employee works full time on the Modernization Program, and only if such
an administrative overhead is justified by the size of the local Modernization
effort. The coordinator may work part of the time on the Federal Modernization
Program, in which case the salary will be pro-rated. Local'housing authorities may
apply by submitting the application form entitled "Request for Supplemental
Administrative Funds."

Section II (B) Projected Operating Reserves. This form will be utilized to
estimate the amount of excess operating reserves at the end of your current fiscal
year. It is recommended that the LHA accountant complete this form. The projection
of excess operating reserves will be used as part of the Modernization budget.
Instructions for completing this information appear on the back of the form.

Section II (C) Project Participants in the Application Process.

Item 1. Project Manager If there is not an on-site Project Manager,
the person to be entered wherever Project Manager appears in this application
is the official who takes on all the responsibilities of the on-site manager and
is directly responsible for rent collection and maintenance.

Item 2. Local Tenant Organization An LTO mailing list will be compiled
from the names and addresses entered on this form. Copies of all significant
correspondence concerning the Modernization Program for the project will be regularly
sent to the LTO representative indicated. Should the representative change during
the execution of the program, the LTO should notify the Department of Community
Affairs Modernization staff in writing.

Item 3. If no local tenant organization exists, list the name and address
of the temporary chairperson here. If an LTO does exist, omit this item.
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Item 4. Please describe the Modernization process your Authority and
tenant organization used to prepare this application. Please give dates of meetings,
purpose and attendance and other information helpful in describing the process used.

Section II (D) Implementation Status of Management Regulations. The Lease and
Grievance Procedure must be implemented for an LHA to be eligible for Modernization
funds. If any of the questions on lease and grievance are not answered in the
affirmative, please attach a full explanation and indicate how implementation will
occur within 90 days. Questions on Tenant Participation Regulation must also be
addressed.

Section II (E) Project Information. This section of the application requires
the submission of occupancy and vacancy'information as well as the amounts of rent
collected and receivable for the last four quarters. Should trends toward increasing
vacancies and rent arrearages be evident on this form, the Department recommends
that the LHA and LTO relate these problems to the Management Improvement Plan in
Section III (C).

PART III: MODERNIZATION WORK PROGRAM

Section III (A) Capital Improvement 5-year Plan.

Item 1. CIP Budget. As part of the Modernization application for fiscal
years 1977 - 1978, the housing authority and tenant organization are required to
submit a proposal for expending its full Entitlement plus any reserves and other
program funds (such as Community Development Block Grant) that will be used to carry
out the capital improvements program for the next five years. Include estimates of
bonus funds which the Authority anticipates over the 5 year period. Use this budget
total to complete Item 2, Work Program.

Item 2. Work Program. Please list all work items by priority, with a
description of the item, the source of funds, and the number of apartments involved.
Enter also the pertinent data requested from the Chapter 200 inspection. Use the
NEED code found on the back of Section III (B), and the NOW/LATER information from
the Inspection Detail Report.

When completing the Modernization 5 - year plan, be sure to include an
estimated contingency (10%). No contingency funds will be provided by the Department
for cost overruns and underestimates.

Item 3. Describe General Conditions of Project. A photographic descrip-
tion of the project and work to be done is required. Please also submit at least
one photograph showing the surrounding neighborhood. Try to show the need for the
requested work items when this is possible. For each photograph describe the con-
ditions shown.

Item 4. Explanation of Priorities and "Other" Funding Sources. Give a
brief narrative on the major physical improvement strategies, including the reason
for the priority order in item 2 (Work Program) as it relates to the health and
safety needs of the project, and a description of the anticipated funding sources
other than Modernization and LRA reserves. Energy conservation should be an important
consideration in planning your 5 - year program. Please discuss the energy implica-
tions of the capital improvements program you propose.
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Item 5. Projected Energy Savings. As part of the energy policy in the
Commonwealth, the Department is gathering information on energy conservation
measures related to Modernization improvements. The inspection survey contains
information showing reduced energy usage resulting from various physical improve-
ments. Use this information or other information generated by your Authority in
planning your work program. Bonus funds can be earned, if some of the savings
in operating costs are redirected for further capital improvements. See section
III (D) below. A more detailed explanation of this energy bonus will be sent to
local housing authorities and tenant groups under separate cover within 30 days.
Please give the energy items your careful consideration.

Section III (B) The Capital Improvement Program for Fiscal Years 1977 - 1978.

Item 1. Total Project Budget for Fiscal Years 1977 - 1978. Using the
Entitlement available for fiscal year 1977 - 1978, and an estimate of the bonus
funds you expect to earn, plus other program funds, reserves, etc., calculate the
total Modernization budget. Use this figure as the bottom line for Total Program
cost (item 5).

Item 2. Eligibility. Calculate the percentage of Modernization funds to
be directed for Health and Safety improvements. (Use amounts in item 4b. Source of
funds). Unless this amount is equal to or greater than 80% of the total budget,
the application will not be considered. In the case of Chapter 667 projects, only
improvements needed to correct certified violations or conditions which pose an
immediate danger to the health & safety of the tenants will be considered.

Item 3. Past Performance Record. The Department will begin to monitor
the rate of program expenditures. In future rounds, this record may effect the
amount of money available to the Authority in a given fiscal year.

Item 4. Work Program. List all work items in order of LHA/LTO priority
established for each item. Briefly describe each item, including type of labor
force (contract, LHA or CETA: Force Account is not allowed for work in excess of
$2000). Also, make reference to other LHA programs which may relate to the Moderni-
zation item. Complete the work item budget using the fees acceptable to the
Department (see Appendix A). Using the Chapter 200 inspection results for this project
enter the need code and indicate whether the item was supposed to be done NOW or LATER.
Use the Health and Safety total ("H" items) to complete item 2, eligibility.
(Chapter 667 projects should omit these columns).

The Department is requiring that fees, NEED and Source of funds be explained
using the code legends shown on the back side of Section III (B). Enter the appro-
priate code in the "C" columns following the Fees, NEED and Source of Funds columns.

Item 5. Total Program Cost. Complete this summary of total program cost
by carrying over the cost of work from item 4a, Work Item Budget. Total fees (from
item 4a) and miscellaneous administration costs may not be more than 10% of the total
work item budget. Each applicant must also set aside a contingency of 10%,, since the
Department will not provide funds for under estimates and cost overruns, nor for any
other reason than what is specifically spelled out in these instructions.

Item 6. Tenant Employment Opportunities. Tenant employment is an important
objective in the modernization program. Please describe how the Authority is using
the Modernization program to provide employment opportunity. This includes employment
on the LHA staff, or employment generated from contractors working on the Moderniza-
tion program.
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Section III (C) The Management Improvement Plan. The Modernization applica-
tions for fiscal year 1977 - 1978 requires that a management improvement plan (MIP)
accompany the application for capital improvement funding. The sound operation of
state-aided public housing requires that in addition to upgrading physical struc-
tures, LHA's and LTO's work to improve the routine maintenance of individual apart-
ments, buildings and grounds, and insure that the environment provides for the
safety and security of the tenants, and fiscal economy of management. Thus, the
Modernization application must reflect a coordinated approach to improving both the
physical and non-physical aspects of a housing project.

The MIP requires that the LHA and LTO discuss and identify the main management
problems faced by both tenants and authority at each project and select one or two
by mutual agreement for improvement efforts during the next year. The application
form is designed to provide LHA's and LTO's with a planning guide. It requires
information on (1) the description of the management problem to be addressed,
(2) the process for planning improvements, including the methods used to have tenants
project manager and maintenance staff participate together, (3) a statement of objec-
tives to be met by the end of the improvement period, (4) a work plan for making
improvements, and (5) a description of how success will be evaluated during and at
the end of the improvement period.

Appendix B is attached to assist you in completing this section. It includes a
list of sample project level management concerns and an example of a completed
Management Improvement Plan. The information requested on the MIP form is intended
to be brief and specific. However, if the LHA/LTO feel they require more space,
additional sheets may be attached.

Item 1. Description of the Management Problem or Need. Problems and
needs may vary project by project or may be general administrative improvements
affecting all project levels. Often an identified problem is in fact a symptom of
a larger, more complex problem. In the example (see Appendix B) attached both the
LHA/LTO have identified broken windows as a critical problem. Before reaching an
objective it was necessary to.explore possible causes and possible solutions.
Therefore repairing the broken windows becomes one of the tasks (or work steps)
involved in reaching the objective. Repair of windows is not in and of itself the
full objective.

The LIA and LTO must agree to make improvements to one (or two) management
problems. It may be taken from the list of suggested areas in Appendix B, or represent
any other matter of serious concern to both LHA and LTO. Once selected, the manage-
ment problem agreed upon should be described in specific detail including the follow-
ing information: problem from authority point of view, problem from tenant point of
view, costs related to the problem, and relationship to central LHA operation.

Item 2. Description of Planning Process/Tenant Participation. The
management improvement effort must be a joint effort of management and tenants. In
order to insure tenant participation in the planning and implementation stages, the
LHA and LTO should:

a. Meet and discuss the requirements of the Management Improve-
ment Plan.
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b. Both the LTO and LHA must designate a Co-Chairperson
to coordinate the MIP plan.

c. The LHA/LTO should schedule any and all meetings,
and/or conferences necessary to develop an MIP
in a timely fashion.

When completing this section of the application give names of the LTO and LHA
MIP Co-Chairpeople and describe the actions taken by the LHA/LTO to insure tenant
input on project planning and Implementation.

Item 3. Statement of Major Management Improvement Objectives. Once the
problem area in need of improvement is identified, the LHA/LTO must explore possible
causes and pinpoint those which contribute to the problem. The selectipn of an
objective, therefore, must be based on the LHA's/LTO's assessment of the problem
area(s) and probable cause(s). It must be determined that the selected problem is
one which can be dealt with during fiscal years 1977 and 1978.

Item 4. Work Plan. This part of the application form represents the
LHA/LTO planning document, giving specific tasks and timetables. The tasks should
be action oriented, and reflect fully the LHA's proposed management plan. The
tasks then become work steps to meeting the MIP objective. Progress on the tasks must
be measured. Describe the tasks in narrative form in item 4a, list them briefly
in table 4b and indicate the time when each task will begin and when it is expected
to be completed.

Item 5. Monitoring and Evaluation. The local housing authority and
tenant organization have the primary responsibility for monitoring and evaluating
the management improvement plan. In order to determine whether the efforts to
improve a management problem are succeeding three steps are necessary. First, a
small committee (see item 5c: Evaluation Group) must be selected by the LHA and
LTO to monitor progress and to give regular status reports. Second, the LHA
and LTO must decide what the status reports should contain and how 'often they will
be submitted. The Evaluation Table (item Sa) should identify the proposed contents
of theastatus reports, including how success will be measured. Third, there must be
a process for keeping records, and gathering the information needed to make the
evaluation reports (see item 5b: Monitoring and Evaluation Process).

Item 5a. Evaluation Chart. Each task listed in the work plan will have
one or more ways to measure whether LHA/LTO efforts to improve the management
problem are working. For each task, list the way(s) the Evaluation group will be
required to measure success. Then give the situation as it exists now for each
measure (Starting Point) and state what the LHA/LTO want the measure to be if im-
provement activities are completely successful (Desired Level of Achievement).
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Item 5b. Monitoring and Evaluation Process. In this item describe
the way records will be kept to allow progress to be measured. State who is
responsible for keeping records, and when and how these records will be made avail-
able to the Evaluation Group for their reports. In the above example, it was
decided that the maintenance foreman would be responsible for keeping track of the
time it takes to turn over a vacant apartment, and that he will give the chairperson
of the Evaluation Group a brief periodic report on vacancies and boardings.

Item 5c: Evaluation Group. A small group of tenants and authority
staff, with some objective outsiders, if desired, must be selected to watch'over
the MIP activities and judge how successful they are. They must give regular re-
ports to the LHA and LTO indicating how well they feel progress -is being made using
the Evaluation Table in item 5a as their guide. The Department of Community Affairs
recommends that this group be small (no more than 5 people) and that it not involve
the two people responsible for implementing the MIP (that is, the MIP chairpersons
for the LHA and LTO. Membership must include a balance of representatives from both
the LHA and LTO.

The work plan as approved by the Department will be the basic
document for DCA to monitor the progress of the specific tasks selected by the LHA
and LTO. The Department will carry out periodic inspections of activities described
in the work plan. If the results of these inspections indicates that the LHA and
LTO have not progressed with the implementation of the MIP, the Department may offer
its assistance. If it is determined that either the LRA or LTO are showing lack of
support and/or interest then the Department may require a conference of all parties.
As a last resort, the Department may withhold further Modernization funding, pending
the resolution of those obstacles impeding, progress on the MIP.

NOTE: Your Authority and tenant organization may choose a Management Improvement
objective which is less comprehensive then the example given in the attach-
ment. Keep in mind that the objective must be achievable within the FY 1977
and 1978 time frame. The Department will review the MIP portion of the
application as to whether the objective(s) and tasks are capable of being
achieved during this period of time.

Section III (D) Bonus Funds Application (Chapter 200 only).

Use this form to calculate estimated bonus funds earned or to be earned.
Bonus funds are limited to 20% of the Entitlement available for fiscal years
1977 - 1978. There are three ways to obtain bonus money.

1. Cash contributions to the CIP from other programs, such as
Community Development Block Grant, CETA labor, or local appro-
priation.

2. Cash contributions to the MIP from other programs, such as
Title XX of the Social Security Act, CDBG, private foundation
funds, or local appropriation.

3. Operating budget contributions to the CIP which result from
energy savings achieved from improvements made during the
Modernization Program. An estimate of energy savings will
be made based on an energy schedule.
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All contributions from other programs must be in the form of cash contributions
to the CIP or MIP in order to earn bonus money. Funds may be contributed from
any federal, state or local agency, but the commitments must have been secured
after March 1, 1977 and before June 30, 1978. The Department will accept commit-
ments made in any written form from the grantee for the purposes of approving the
Modernization Program budget. However, the bonus funds cannot be drawn from the
Commonwealth, until the appropriate grant contracts are executed for the contribu-
tions upon which the bonus funds were based.

Description of Program Sources. For each outside grant contribution, please
attach a sheet giving the program source, purpose of grant, description of program,
and the program budget. If program applies to more than one project, please
delineate and explain the portion of budget pertaining to this project only.
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APPENDIX A

Modernization Consultant Fee Schedule

The following percentages will be used to determine a lump sum fee for architectural
and engineering contracts for the Modernization Program.

TYPE OF CONTRACT CONTRACT AMOUNTS

$10,000 - 30,000 $80,000 $120,000

Roofing 5% 4% 3.5%

Windows and doors 5 4 3.5

Siding

Kitchens

Baths

Plumbing

Heating

Electrical

Other

3.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

as determined by DCA

Interpolate between contract amounts for proper percentages.

The Authority may increase or decrease the above percentages by % according
to its assessment of the following:

Extent of preliminary investigation.

Amount of layout or'system redesign.

Extent of construction inspection or testing.

The fee for jobs less than $10,000 or greater than $120,000 will be determined
by the Department.

All Fees are subject to review and approval by the Department.
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APPENDIX B
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONCERNS

The following is a basic list of project operations. It does not represent
a comprehensive list of duties and responsibilities and should not inhibit local
housing authorities and tenant organizations from identifying other problem areas
or needs requiring attention. Although some of the items mentioned relate to
department regulations, actual implementation of DCA regulations is not viewed as
an acceptable management improvement. Implementation of DCA regulations is a
mandatory requirement of housing authorities and not a special item in the moderni-
zation program. However, if an LHA and LTO identify as a problem area a high vacancy
rate and/or high concentration of a minority within a specific project, you may choose
to improve the unit assignment plan or transfer policy consistent with the intent of
the Department's Tenant Selection Regulation. Proposals must address those areas
identified by the LHA and LTO as critical problems or needs.

ADMINISTRATION

I. Personnel
a. table or organization
b. hiring policies
c. training/career development
d. staff evaluation

2. Fiscal
a. budget planning, preparation

and control
b. bookkeeping/accounting
c. preparation of financial

reports & quarterly state-
ments

d. assist maintenance dept. w/
quarterly & year-end reports

3. General
a. maintain inventory of office

supplies, equipment
b. prepare purchase orders
c. develop & maintain system of

maintenance follow-up

MANAGEMENT

1. Admissions & Occupancy
a. application intake
b. interview/explanation of tenant

selection regulation
c. verification of income
d. project/unit assignment
e. unit inspection w/tenant
f. tenant orientation
g. vacancy turnover
h. annual redetermination

2. General
a. rent arrearages
b. security
c. tenant complaints & grievances

d. tenant services
e. develop & maintain relationships

with community agencies
f. represent authority in diacussions

with LTO
g. supervise administration & maintenance
h. conduct staff meetings
i. rent collection procedures

MAINTENANCE

1. Routine (including-preventive)
a. processing work orders
b. scheduling & assignment procedures
c. identification of immediate needs
d. information intake system
e. record keeping
f. maintenance control

2. Grounds and Janitorial
a. scheduling
b. use of special programs
c. tenant vs maintenance dept.

responsibilities
d. maximum use of staff skills

3. Preventive
a. scheduling
b. inspections
c. reducing emergency repairs
d. planning replacement
e. tenant orientation & tenant education

4. General
a. staff assignments matching staff

skills
b. maintenance training and orientation
c. evaluation
d. reporting
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MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN

- AN EXAMPLE -

In the following example, the local housing authority of Bay City met with
the tenant organization, the Maple Tenant Council, to discuss the management im-
provement program. As a result of this and subsequent meetings the housing
authority and tenant organization agreed upon the methods they would use to identify
management concerns. These methods included an outline for implementing and evalu-
ating the chosen management plan, as well as the means by which tenants would parti-
cipate in all phases of the program.

After listing several management problems, the group then decided which ones
could be most successfully dealt with in the fiscal 1977-78 time period. In addition,
the objectives selected were those that were most specific and measureable.

As it seemed unlikely that both the LHA and LTO would attach the same order of
importance to the problems on the list, the LHA & LTO agreed to employ the method
of group consensus to make their choices. Although the problems and objectives
selected did not meet with everyone's complete approval, all participants did partial-
ly agree with the objective finally selected.

The next step in the process was to come up with a set of tasks which would
lead to completion of the selected objective. The following criteria were used to
ensure that tasks would be appropriate:

1. tasks must be specific work steps necessary to achieve the
objective;

2. a time schedule must be established within the fiscal year for
completion of the selected tasks;

3. a means of measuring both the progress and success of the tasks
had to accompany each task.

When mapping out their work plan the group referred back to the criteria used
in selecting the tasks to ensure that the plan could be easily monitored and evaluated.
As part of the evaluation process the group included a time schedule for weekly and
quarterly progress reports to keep the proposed plan on track.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS-, EXECUTIVE OPFICE OF COMMUNITIES & DEVELOP.MFNT DATE Apit 25 1977 MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN
:ODERNIZATION APPLICATZN, SECTION III (C) PAGE 12 OF 15 FISCAL YEAR 1917-73
PROJECT.iME MAPLE PROJECT , #200 -1 #6G7 NUMBER APARTMENTS 75
PROJECT ADDRESS Main Sixet, Bag City NUMBER BUILDINGS T ~ BAY CITY HOJSINC AUT-HORITY

DESCRIPTION OF MANAGEMENT PROBLEM OR NEED. Vandalim has caused manq bkoken windows at Mapte. PROJECT MANAGER (print) Hen'y Johrzon
The primaxy cause u6 this breakage iA known to be teenagens Living in and axound the ptoject. LTO
6eetz that btoken windows causes discom6ot in wintev, Zookz bad to outside and titteed g&ZLS.6 i 7
dangexous to SmaLZ chidxen. Management 6eetz that window bkeakage %euLts in expen-6ive Lepa&us, e5
up maintenance stadt, and incxeasea cos6t o6 heat duing winteA. P'esent costs axe $4.05 P.U.M. and LTO PRESIDENT (print) Mlchae2 G'-een
Mrs. Smith is 6uing the Authoxity 6o,% cut6 heA .on bui6exed 6tom countyand sandbox. ReZated centta (or designee)
oi~-ce pxobtem: Punchazing Dept. is slow in 6itiing window ga6. o"deL.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PLANNING PROCESS/TENANT PARTICIPATION. The Mapte Tenant6 Councit, ptoject manage EXECUTIVE DIRE CTOR4<

and maintenance Joxeman met 3 times in Ap-it. The u6t 2 meetingz wee on ApiZ 5th and 7th. Va'iou4 SIGNATURE DATE_411_5_17
management problems we'e discussed and on Aprilt 7th it was agteed that bxoken window6 axe a pkiotity
ptobZem. The MTC appoin-ted AichaeZ Gxeen us Zt6 MIP ChainpvPon. The pojecAt manaAgeN, Hen(y Johpn,
became the de-6igna-ted Ml? Cha-itpmuton Jor the Autfthoty. ThaJe tw'o peoptCe pituA one tenan-t and the maintenance man 6ot -the pxoject 6o'u71ed a cotrmi~ttee
-to put togetheL a tough dva~t o6 an Zmp-'rovemen-t p.Can, comptete the AfI? Modexnization 6o.'rr and zubmit -the AezulCs -to the M-TC and -the AuthoLity 6o~t dZis-
cus.6ion and appxtovaZ. On AptiZ 1 2th the MTC metC, %eviewed the p-Can and app)Loved it. The managex met witCh -the Execwtive.VixecCcx dw, ng the -Same
week and gotC hiz zuppo-'t -to inc~tde -it in the aipPtiaaton sent to -the Boaxd 6o,% apptova. ItC was deciZded that -the MIP commttee wc,.u,?d coannue -to
mee-t once eve-'u two weeU -to compeete the de-taJJ. o6 tChe p-Can, and initiatCe -the ac-tiv-tieu necev6.axy -to bfting about -the Zmp-'wvement duik~ed.

T OF MAJOR MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVE.Ct

p3b. m ThAENE MTC appointe Mtchae& Gre aso and Meucio Chopesn The,6 project manage Hea Johnpsoniy o

window tepaiu Zn the wotk okdeA y4mtem. (2) Stlengthen commni t P Mo a tio n wtmand anvobve hthem n wenda to them -oandeAho. (3) eviyoop a
system oS chage. which both MTC and the Authonity 6eeZ i.6 de6Zned cletcy and used Ja-tLy in ca5es oij intentiona damage. (4) lmrp-rove to-uting pclice
ptotection in the ptoject - zt'enghten poLice involvement to dtet vanadaism. (5) Keep tenants and management updated on ptogteuz o6 the ripove-
ment ptogtam, Znctuding keeping igute *on txends in window bxeakage and cos6ts.

4. %CRK PLAN & TASKS.

4a. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION The impoxtant jLst ztep iz to tepaiA alU window6, and &educe tepait time 6oA 6uture breakage to show tenant- that the
Bay City Housuing Authotity Aecognizeu the importance o6 this poblem. Concuvently, the adults at Maple P-oject witP meet with teenz to identi6y
why the window bteakage iz going on, and to develop discouAagements to this behavior and incentivez 6oL mote con4-txuctive behaviox, including a 4et
o6 tutes Ae-ated to the pxoblem devetoped with the azsZitance o6 a new comnittee o6 teens. Since vacant apaxtments act a6 a majox tataet 6ox window
bxeakage, one objective witL be to %educe the time 6/om move out to move in. This invo-vea impoved commwication aid coo-Ldi;naticn bctween manage-
ment maintenance and tenant zeLection. At the same time potice p-teence witz be incxeaased to acC a.s a detexennt. The Mapc TenantC Councit wiat
also begin to put teen pxobems regua'ty on its agenda to encouxage teens to attend councit meeting-s. Fi;a(zy, the MTC and the mnagiace-n witt iimpJement
a Aeasonable system o6 chaxges 6ot intentionat window damage. AZthough this Z6 not 6eCt to be the main pan- o6 the ptoblem, it is sett neceszsuax -c
show the teens by example that window bteakage among adults witZ aLso not be totetated any tongeA. Regutax bulcltins wil& be pkepaxcd 6mo aCl tenants
and authoxity stal6 to pubticize the e66oxts being made on the ptoblem in otdeA to incAease the sense that this is a community p ojec und to maximize
the coopexation Jkom tetated 4taij at the centaZ oljice (e.g. Puxchasing Dept.)
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SECTION III (C) PAGE 13 or 15
LHA 8F y
PROJECT Maple (200-1)

4b. WORK PLAN

IT A S K S July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb jMar Apr May June

1. Reduce the number c6 boken windows - -- -

2. Mee-teguiaAty with teen4

3. Reduce vacancy time

4. Devetop chatge ayotem jo,% intentionai damage

5. Inctease zecuwity thwough bettet potice pkesence

6.- Ditribute &egutax bulletin on MIP prLoces --

7.

5. EVALUATION OF WORK PLAN

5a. EVALUATION CHART

TASK 7 TASK Performance Measure Starting Point Desired Level of Achievement

1 Rate o6 window bteakage 30/mo 5/mo
1 Numbe o6 b'oken window 65 3
2 LTO meetings with teens 0 1/mo
2 NumbeA o6 teen.6 attending tenant council meeting45 0 5/meeting3 Time beteen move cut and move Zn 30 day6 5 day
4 Rules lo new cha,%ge 6o,% intentionat damage 0 Appoved &ules
5 Numbet o6 police patioling project 0 3 pa-tkoz/day6 Numbex o6 tenant buittein. on window problem 0 1/mo

*List TASKS by number assigned in 4b above
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COMMONNtEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF COMMUNITIES & DEVELOPMENT
ODNIZATION APPLICATION, SECTICN III (C) PAGE 14 OF 15

T NAYE MAPLE PROJECT #200- 1 #667-
PROJECT ADDRESS Mai-n Steet, Say Citty

DATE ApiZi 25 19 77 MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FISCAL YEAR 1977-78

NUMBER APARTMENTS 75
NUMBER BUILDINGS 12 BAV CITY . HOUSING AUTHORITY

5b. MONITORING AND EVALUATION PROCESS The MIP committee wiLi meet weekiy to discuA ptogtess on each ta,6k. Each month a &epoJrt wil
be given by the MIP committee at a &egula% Tenanwt Counci meeting. EveAy three months the EvaZuation G4'oup will ueport to the LTO, LHA,
and DCA on how nuch imp'ovement is being made accoding to the pex6ounmance meaurez in tabie 5a. The Evaluation Goup U.LcCWi give con-
.sttuctive cxiticism on what is6 wo,,king weLZ and what ellontt need to be bettRx, and i6 necessaAy, what objectives need to be changed.
The W'HA Maintenance 6o-eman willC be -esponsibte 6ot keeping txack o6 the time it takes to tuxn ovek' vacant apat-ents and tuie- give the
ChirpVezon o6 the Evaiuation gtoup a brZe6 peiodic uepont on vacancies 6 boaxding.s.

5c. EVALUATION GROUP.

Chairperson

Name MI- Sam JonCs

Address 76 Main Street

Bay City, Mass.

Phone 617-333-7777

Other Members

Maty Smith - Maintenance Supevizot

Jamez Mason, LTO Mod. Reptesentative

Laymond Ctanzton

(Check Status)
LHA LTO

x
Other (Describe)

x
x

Loca2 SchooZ Teacher
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Staff Assigned Region(s) # Mod Projects Total # Units % Total Work Backup Staf

Ed Ringland IV-F 14 4,111 15% Tony Brown

Tony Brown IV-A 29 2,588 16% Ed Ringland

Bob DeVirgilio III-B 21' 1,477
IV-B 24 2,394

45 3,871 24% Bernie Stew

Bernie Stewart , IV-C 21 1,300
IV-E 5 958

26 2,258 15% Bob DeVirgi

Barbara Manfordl V-A 4 404
V-B 18 1,631
V-C 2 80

24 2,115 13% Janina Dwye

Janina Dwyer II-A 6 445 -
II-B 14 1,169

III-A 3 421 -
IV-D 9 412

32 2447 17% Barbara Man

TOTALS 170 17,390 100%

May 3, 1977
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Coltm:oe'.dalth. of Massachusetts. LJA 0 P
-de,4.ation 7pp!.ication 1977 - 78 F -

Status Report -

MGT Acct - Review Begins

Mod. Enrg Return to Brown

This Status Report has been designed for the purpose of expeditiously processing Modernization
Applications. Your responsibi.ity is to examine thoroughly each Application for completeness
and/or. deficiencies in satisfying Department requirements for eligibility in obtaining
funding. This status Report is also designed to coordinate reviews by Modernization, Manage-
ment, and Accounting. Each reviewer will mark the review date -in the appropriate box next
to each item in the Detailed Status Review section of this report. The status summary will
be prepared by Tony Brown upon the return of the individual reviewers reports.

Sumary of Status (Check Appropriate Box) (M6D. STAFF USE ONLY)

SApplication has complted departmental review. It has been found complete
enough for funding approval. No further information is required for processing
application, but some additional information or clarification may be useful and
is noted below, List D.

Application has been reviewed and certain deficiencies 'noted. Funds can be
committed, but unless these deficiencies are corrected within 60 days of this
report, 25% of applicant's 5 - year entitlement may be withdrawn.

Application has been reviewed and found not to comply with the major requirements
of the Modernization Program. No further action will be taken by DCA unit1
these requirements have been met. If application is still not in compliance
with 90 days of this report, 25% of applicant's 5-year entitlement may be
withdrawn.

SApplication approvals and/or LHA Certifications are missing or not ac-ceptable.
This application cannot be processed until these approval and certifications are
in order. If these actions are not taken by July 1, 1977, 25% of applicant's
5-year entitlement may be withdrawn.

- Signed Date
Director of Modernization

Detailed Status Review (Complete all items that apply to your portion of the application;
put review date in any box marked "NO" and a check if "YES".)

A. Basic Program Requirements
The items reviewed in this section are considered to be basic requirements
of the Modernization Program. No further action is to be taken on the
application unless LHA makes July 1 deadline for compliance.

YES. O COMMENTS
F-1 1. Cover page have been signed by LHA Chairman and

LTO president.
2. The Resolution of the Board of Commissioners has

been certified - the LTO has been recognized. (IB)
3. The Certification of Housing Management Regulations

is properly certified. (ID)

B. Major Application Requirements
Non-compliance means no commitment of funds. Status
and entitlement placed in 90 day escrow.

1. Letter of endorsement from LTO submitted. (IC)
2. Projection of Operating Reserves submitted. (IIB)
3. MIP(s) submitted (IIIC)
4. 80% of Mod. funds from CIP budget (FY 77-78 and

5-yr.) is Health and Safety (from Inspection
data or Health Dept. certification) (IIIB)

5. All signatures present on both CIP's and MIP(s)
(III A,B,C)

V6. Lease and Grievance procedures implemented. (IID-1,2)

Report is completed
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C. Basic Applicaticn Content
Funds will be comnitted and Status Report.Completed, but
will.not be executed unless deficiencies are corrected.

Y!56 Ila

E5 lL1L]
Lin

'I

to correct'these deficiencies.

grant contracts
IJlA .has 60 days.

1.

2.

3.
4.
a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

5.
a.

b.
C.

d.
e.
f.

6.
a.
b.
c.

d.
7.

D. Other Application Items
Deficiencies in this category warrant further c6onsideration, although the
status report is completed and thesa1plication processed completely, with
grant contract executed. Delays may occur in particular areas of work in
the CIP if appropriate clarification and/or correction is not made.

1. Section IIA (LIA/Program Administration complete.)
i LH 2. Tenant participation certified in Implementation

Status.... (IID-3).
3. Project Information (IIE) complete in all details.

LJLJ 4. The "tenant employment" section of the 1977-78
CIP is adequately completed. (III.B)

5. The "Projected Energy Savings" on the 5 yr. CIP
is correctly figured. (IIIA)

L . 6. The "Past Performance Record" on the 1977-78
CIP has been correctly filled-in. (TIIB)E EA 7. The "Bonus Fund Application" has been accurately
completed. (documentation of fund contributions
included, program descriptions included, calcul-
ations correct, MIP contribution compatible
with MIP project, etc.) (IV D)

8. Other

Comments on the Entire Application:
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"Project Participants in Application Process"
(IIC) complete.

"Admin. staff-person-in-charge" on LIA/Project
Information (IIA).
Operating Reserves correctly calculated.
The CIP (5 year-plan) is acceptably complete (IIA)
Total budget amount agrees with' total program cost.
Work program consistent with Inspection Data.
Contingency/Fees set aside
Photographs included.
All other items complete (except for these in
sections B and D of this 'checklist)
The CIP (1977-78) is accept bley complete (III B)
Total budget amount (Item lP) agrees with total
program costs (Item 5d).
Work program consistent with Inspection Data.
Work porgram consistent with 5-yr. plan.
Fees according to fee schedule.
Contingencies provided for.
All other items complete (except for those in B
and D of this checklist).
The MIP(s) is/are correctly and adequately completed(III C)
Co-Chairpersons for HIP designated
Evaluation group formed correctly.
Objectives clearly stated and achievable within 1 year.
Other major items correctly completed.
All items of project information (IIE) generally
complete.

00


